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Frank Lloyd Wright

Rare Floor Lamp from the John Storer House, Hollywood
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Frank Lloyd Wright
Rare floor lamp from the John Storer House, Hollywood
USA, 1923
copper-plated cast iron with applied patina, patinated brass, glass
8 w × 9 d × 76 ¼ h in (20 × 23 × 194 cm)

literature
Frank Lloyd Wright Monograph 1914– 1923, Pfeiffer and Futugawa,
ppg. 218 – 227 illustrate and discuss Storer House commission
Frank Lloyd Wright Interiors and Furniture, Heinz,
ppg. 174 – 175 illustrate and discuss Freeman House commission

provenance
John Storer, Hollywood
Joel Silver, Los Angeles
Private Collection, Los Angeles
$50,000 – 70,000

Frank Lloyd Wright

Rare Floor Lamp from the John Storer House, Hollywood

Wright also utlized this
design in the Samuel and
Harriet Freeman House.

Frank Lloyd Wright’s Textile Block Houses

Mixing Modern and the Ancient

Designed in 1923 to accompany the synthesized interior of the
John Storer House in Hollywood, California, this iron and glass
floor lamp epitomizes Frank Lloyd Wright’s deconstructed Prairie
aesthetic and its relationship to the organic architecture of modern
design movements during the 1920s. John Storer, a homeopathic
physician based in Los Angeles, commissioned Wright to create
a new home built into the hills of the Hollywood landscape. It was
the first residence designed by Wright to use the new construction
method of cast concrete textile blocks molded with geometric motifs
evocative of Mayan revival styles. His son Lloyd Wright supervised
the construction of the Storer residence and designed the landscape
architecture for the commission. Wright’s other textile block houses
were the Samuel and Harriet Freeman House in Hollywood Hills,
the Charles and Mabel Ennis House in Los Angeles, and the Alice
Millard House, known as La Miniatura in Pasadena, all completed
in the same year, 1923. At the time, Wright stated his purpose behind
this new building material was to experiment with cast blocks
due to concrete’s low cost, and to infuse the perceived utilitarian
simplicity of the raw material with a sense of monumental beauty.
The rhythmic linear motifs of the molded concrete blocks were also
distinctly present in the interior of the home, and the present floor
lamp is a significant representative of Wright’s desire to achieve
Gesamtkunstwerk in his architecture, primarily by mirroring formal
elements of the building’s facade with all fixtures and furnishings
of the interior.

The John Storer House;
This floor lamp design
seen through the doorway
of the Storer House terrace

Having the overall effective of geometric rhythm in construction, the
new textile block aesthetic of the Storer House evoked Mayan and PreColumbian motifs that were based on period publications of archeological
excavations in Mexico’s Yucatan Peninsula. This signaled a new formal
language for Wright, which deployed ornamentation in a way that
transcended principles of the modernist International Style, instead
exploring the organic notion that architecture should appear as though a ruin
emerging naturally from the landscape. This notion of the romantic ruin
was further developed by Lloyd Wright’s lush foliage design of the landscape
surrounding the house, allowing the structure to emerge mysteriously
from the trees when viewed from the street.

The focal point of the interior was a large second-floor living room with
tall banks of windows that flooded the space with natural light; at night,
the interior was illuminated with light fixtures such as the present lot.
This floor lamp employs a rectilinear construction in painted iron comprising
an interconnected grid frame with a cubic shade in frosted glass. The design
relates to the distillation of furniture forms down to the essence of Wright’s
early Prairie period. The name of this style arose from his article, “A Home
in a Prairie Town” published in a 1901 issue of Ladies’ Home Journal.
The Prairie aesthetic sought to evoke the natural landscape of the vast
plains of the American Midwest through both architecture and domestic
interiors, epitomized by horizontal roof lines, soaring vertical furniture
and a blending of interior and exterior space.
The floor lamp’s essentialized planes of iron and glass also show parallels
to lighting designed by Walter Gropius for his office at the Weimar Bauhaus
in 1924, and interior light fixtures designed by Gerrit Rietveld during the
De Stijl movement of the Netherlands, which both paired planar frosted
glass (or glass tubes) and rectilinear metal frames, often arranged on
a grid system. The International Style, famously developed by European
counterparts and characterized by the machine aesthetic and rationalized
interiors, were often furnished with tubular steel furniture and industrial
materials. The International Style reached a moment of crystallization
in Le Corbusier’s Pavilion L’Esprit Nouveau in the 1925 Exposition Arts
Décoratifs et Industriels in Paris, and was a continuing mode of architectural
style in Central European modern housing projects developed through
the 1927 Weißenhofsiedlung exhibition of housing and industrial production
(organized by Lilly Reich and Ludwig Mies van der Rohe in Stuttgart),
as well as the new Frankfurt city planning commission overseen by Ernst
May and Margarete Schütte-Lihotzky.

Wright’s development of the textile block system can be viewed as a
combination of technological production espoused by the International
Style and organic architecture principles in order to make his designs more
economically accessible. The modular of using concrete blocks as opposed
to poured concrete for the facade allowed for plans to be laid out quickly
and easily. Wright’s Usonian houses also employed native materials and
flat roofs with clerestory windows, a similar aesthetic to the textile block
houses. His earlier architectural commissions for the Arizona Biltmore
Resort in 1918 and the Florida Southern College Campus (built 1938-1954)
also employed cast concrete blocks with molded geometric ornamentation.
The blending of interior and exterior spaces is apparent in the design
of the Storer House through the lamp’s placement in the main living room
heralding the entrance to the outdoor terrace. The molded concrete motifs
of the exterior were repeated on the interior walls and mimicked as well
in the rectilinearity of furniture forms as well as light fixtures. Wright
designed floor lamps in this style for the Freeman House (1923) as well
as a variation on the linear iron grid form for a sconce and hanging ceiling
light in the Storer House.
Wright’s textile block houses in California signal a distinct moment
in California modernism during the 1920s with compelling connections
to architects such as Richard Neutra and Rudolf Schindler, also designing
residential projects in Southern California. Schindler was famously
employed by Wright in 1918 to run his Los Angeles office while working
on the Imperial Hotel project, and Wright would later promote Schindler
to supervise the construction of the Hollyhock House for the oil heiress
Aline Barnsdall in Los Angeles in the early 1920s. Schindler’s main precepts
of modern architecture, “space, climate, light, and mood” were influenced
by the approach taken in Wright’s body of work, and these principles lend
themselves to an aesthetic reading of the Storer House as well. With its
blending of interior and exterior construction through spatial and material
fluidity, Wright effectively synthesized the built environment with the natural
atmosphere, extending the notion of totality in design to even the smallest
details of the interior, especially embodied by the stark modern form
and atmospheric presence of this modernist floor lamp.
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Frank Lloyd Wright 1867 – 1959
During his seventy year career as an architect, Frank Lloyd Wright created
more than 1,100 designs, half of which were realized and a large portion
of which came about later in his life. Wright was born in Richland Center,
Wisconsin in 1867. He enrolled at the University of Wisconsin in 1885 to study
civil engineering, completing only two years of the program. After working
for Joseph Silsbee on the construction of the Unity Chapel, Wright decided
to pursue a career in architecture and he moved to Chicago where he began
an apprenticeship at the famed architectural firm Adler and Sullivan, working
directly with Louis Sullivan until 1893.

With its blending of interior and exterior
construction through spatial and material
fluidity, Wright effectively synthesized the built
environment with the natural atmosphere.

After parting ways, Wright moved to Oak Park, Illinois. Working from
his home studio, he developed a system of design developed from grid
units and rooted in an appreciation of natural materials that would come
to be known as the Prairie School of Architecture and would change the
landscape of American design forever. Wright devoted himself to teaching
and writing during the 1920s and 30s. 1935 marked the beginning of an
immense surge of creativity and productivity as he began work on his most
celebrated residential design, Fallingwater. In the 1940s and 50s Wright
focused on his Usonian designs that reflected his belief in democratic
architecture, offering middle class residential options. In 1943, Wright took
on his most demanding commission, the Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum
in New York. The museum, which would open its doors six months after
his death in 1959, would be called his most significant work.

Dankmar Adler and Louis Sullivan Elevator Door from the Chicago Stock Exchange

extend background here
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Dankmar Adler and Louis Sullivan
elevator door from the Chicago Stock Exchange
USA, 1893
Winslow Brothers
wrought iron, electroplated copper finish over cast iron
40 ¾ w × 1 d × 83 ¼ h in (104 × 3 × 211 cm)

literature
The Trading Room: Louis Sullivan and The Chicago Stock Exchange,
Vinci, ppg. 22 – 23
The Complete Architecture of Adler & Sullivan, Nickel and Siskind, pg. 190

provenance
Chicago Stock Exchange
Private Collection
$30,000 – 50,000

The elevator doors at the
Chicago Stock Exchange

An architect, to be a true exponent of his time,
must possess first, last and always the sympathy,
the intuition of a poet…this is the one real,
vital principle that survives through all places
and all times. Louis H. Sullivan

Dankmar Adler 1844 – 1900

Louis H. Sullivan 1856 – 1924
Dankmar Adler, born in Germany in 1844, immigrated with his father to
the United States in 1854. He trained as a draftsman in the Midwest, before
joining the Union Army where he served as an engineer during the Civil
War. After the war, Adler returned to architecture and began working with
Augustus Bauer. In response to the building boom created by the Chicago
Fire in 1871, Adler formed a partnership with Edward Burling in 1873.
Louis H. Sullivan, born in 1856, began his architectural training at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. He started apprenticing as
a draftsman for the architect Frank Furness in Boston, but was attracted
to the opportunities in Chicago and moved there with his family. Sullivan
was hired as a draftsman by Adler in 1879. Deeply impressed by Sullivan’s
creative designs, Adler made him a full-time partner in 1883.
During their partnership, Adler and Sullivan created some of the ground
breaking and influential buildings of the late nineteenth and early twentieth
century. Adler specialized in the engineering side of the business, which
allowed Sullivan to work primarily as the designer on their projects. Together
they completed many notable structures including the famous Wainwright
Building (St. Louis, 1891), the Schiller Building (Chicago, 1891) and the
James Charnley House (Chicago, 1891-1892). However, it was the Chicago
Stock Exchange, built at the height of the Chicago World’s Fair in 1893,
that was undoubtedly the magnum opus of their career. The interior of
the building was decorated with lavish organic designs inspired by the flora
and fauna of the prairie landscape exemplary of their uniquely Midwestern
style of Art Nouveau. Although the partnership ended in 1895, Adler and
Sullivan forever changed the architectural landscape of Chicago with more
than 180 buildings designed during the 15 years they worked together.

Jean Royère

Custom Bar for Gaston Dutilleul, Paris
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Jean Royère
Custom bar for Gaston Dutilleul, Paris
France, 1955
oak veneer over plywood, enameled steel, laminate, lacquered wood
187 ¾ w × 45 ½ d × 41 ¼ h in (477 × 116 × 105 cm)

Wright would like to thank Jacques Lacoste for his assistance
in cataloging this work.
literature
Jean Royère, Galerie Jacques Lacoste and Galerie Patrick Seguin,
pg. 75 illustrates this example
Jean Royère, Martin-Vivier, pg. 110 illustrates this example

provenance
Gaston Dutilleul, Paris
Galerie Jousse Seguin, Paris
Acquired from the previous by the present owner in 1993
$150,000 – 200,000

A rendering by Jean
Royère of the Projet
pour la salle de cinéma
privée pour le Shah,
late 1950s, illustrating
circular motif

Patronage and Design

Jean Royère, the interior decorator of Paris’ elite in the postwar
period, approached design with a focus on luxe materials, richly
hued colors, and an inventive formal language of elegance and
whimsy. This bar, designed in 1955 displays an attention to
texture and proportion through its metal and wood construction,
ornamented simply with circular perforations that complement
the precise, reductionist triangular construction supporting the
bar top. The design combines curvilinear and geometric elements
in a sophisticated way, modernizing the traditional bar construction
seen in other Parisian interiors of the period. The circular motifs
cut out along the wooden edge of the bar and the adjoining shelf
are evocative of designs Royère illustrated in the late 1950s for room
ensembles, notably an illustrated project for a private cinema
for the Shah (Projet pour la salle de cinéma privée pour le Shah),
illustrated in the collection of the Musée des Arts décoratifs, Paris,
1956-1958, which includes an architectural divider with a similar
circular perforated design.
This bar originally belonged to the French educator Gaston Louis Eugène
Dutilleul, who commissioned Royère to design furnishings for his numerous
personal and professional establishments in the 1950s. Dutilleul was inspired
by Royère’s highly modern and innovative approach to interior design, and
was impressed by the designer’s gallery when it first opened in the Rue de
Faubourg Saint-Honoré in 1949. The modernist International Style facade
of the gallery signaled a new postwar movement excited by the exploration
of new modern interiors, and re-envisioning the modern interior as a space
of aesthetic experience and pleasure. This idea was further embodied in
the gallery’s furnishings, which highlighted the luxury and beauty of essential
form by eschewing historical ornamentation for inventive, often playful

The modernist international style facade
of the gallery signaled a new postwar movement
excited by the exploration of new modern interiors,
and re-envisioning the modern interior as a space
of aesthetic experience and pleasure.

forms executed in the highest quality of craftsmanship. Dutilleul and Royère
established a professional relationship designing for Dutilleul’s commissions,
and they fostered a longterm friendship.
Dutilleul commissioned Royère to design a vast number of objects for his
residences and the townhouse that would become his school in the 1950s.
Many of Dutilleul’s residences housed some of Royère’s most famous
furnishing including the Ours Polaire armchairs and sofa, Trèfle chairs,
a Flaque coffee table, as well as numerous examples of Royère’s finest
lighting designs such as his Hérisson and Serpentine wall lamps.
Dutilleul is undoubtedly an important patron of Royère’s work, and their
professional relationship shows that while the designer was primarily
producing commissioned couture furnishings, these high-style pieces were
also present within spaces other than the luxurious private interior,
such as Dutilleul’s school for underprivileged children.
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Jean Royère 1902 – 1981
At the age of twenty-nine, Jean Royère left his comfortable position as
a banker with a law degree to pursue his long-held passion for design.
He immersed himself in the every aspect of the trade, studying cabinet
making in the workshops of the Faubourg Saint Antoine in Paris and making
furniture for family and friends in his spare time. In 1934 he took on his first
important commission designing a new layout for the Brasserie Carlton
on the Champs Elysée and he exhibited at the famed Salon d’Automne.
In 1937, Royère exhibited his designs at the Société des Artistes Décorateurs
officially launching his career as designer and he opened his own firm
in 1943. Favoring strong lines and organic forms, Royère designed each
piece of furniture to contribute to the overall interior, but his use of rich
materials and luxurious forms made for designs that could also stand alone.
His lush creations were favored by a variety of high profile clients across
Europe, the Middle East and Latin America. His agency in Cairo, opened
in 1946, attracted wealthy and powerful patrons including King Farouk,
King Hussein of Jordan and the Shah of Iran. During the post-war period,
many consumers desired an old-world aesthetic, however Royère stayed
true to his modern sensibilities and he continued to design works to suit
elegant interiors. His long and celebrated career was marked with a major
show at the Musée des Arts Décoratifs in 1999, eighteen years after his
death in 1981.

Le Corbusier

Rare Stool from Unité d’Habitation, Nantes-Rezé
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Le Corbusier
Rare stool from Unité d’habitation, Nantes-Rezé
Switzerland/France, 1954 – 1955
Bidoilleau Frères
painted oak
13 w × 10 ½ d × 17 ¼ h in (33 × 27 × 44 cm)

literature
Le Corbusier: Furniture and Interiors 1905 – 1965, Rüegg, ppg. 337 –338
Domus IV: 1955 – 1959, Fiell and Fiell, ppg. 107 – 111

provenance
Unité d’habitation, Nantes-Rezé, France
Private Collection, France
Magen H Gallery, New York
Acquired from the previous by the present owner in 2006
$30,000 – 50,000

The Unité d’habitation,
Nantes-Rezé

Le Corbusier

Rare Stool from Unité d’Habitation, Nantes-Rezé

Everyone wants to treat art and architecture
as a matter of taste, when I want to consider
it as matter of knowledge. Donald Judd

Le Corbusier 1887 – 1965
Le Corbusier was born Charles-Édouard Jeanneret in 1887. As a child,
Le Corbusier worked in his family’s trade of clock making. In 1917, he moved
to Paris where he founded the artistic movement of purism, and began
publishing a manifesto under the pseudonym of “Le Corbusier.” Later
abandoning the purism movement to focus on architecture, Le Corbusier
opened a design atelier with his cousin Pierre Jeanneret in 1922.
To Le Corbusier, houses were “machines for living in,” and he strove to
make streamlined structures with function as their primary aim. Le Corbusier
was among the first architects to champion textured concrete, as exemplified
in his creation of the Unité d’habitation, a brutalist yet colorful residential
housing structure in Nantes-Rezé. Le Corbusier believed that through design,
he could create a utopia for the new age. In 1947 he received the opportunity
to realize his vision of a modernist cosmopolitan center with the commission
to design the entire city complex of Chandigarh, India. Le Corbusier
worked with his cousin, Pierre Jeanneret on the creation and design
of Chandigarh from 1947 until his death in 1965, and the city remains
exemplary of Le Corbusier’s Utopian goals for architecture.

Interior of Unité
d’habitation
dormitory featuring
this stool design

Robert Mallet-Stevens

Rare Tobacco Box
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Robert Mallet-Stevens
Rare tobacco box
France, c. 1928
Maison Desny
nickel-plated brass
8 ¼ w × 9 d × 4 h in (21 × 23 × 10 cm)

literature
La Maison Desny, Duncan and Freidman, pg. 88

exhibited
Picasso, Braque, Lèger and the Cubist Spirit, 1919–1939,
29 June – October 20 1996, Portland Museum of Art, Portland, ME

provenance
Dan Klein, London
Private Collection
$30,000 – 40,000

Mallet-Stevens’ model
for a house, 1924

Robert Mallet-Stevens

Rare Tobacco Box

Robert Mallet-Stevens 1886 – 1945
Robert Mallet-Stevens was born in Paris in 1886. He studied at the École
Spéciale d’Architecture in Paris and was heavily inspired by the Cubist
movement. His most famous architectural works include the Villa Paul
Poiret, the Villa Cavrois, the Villa Daniel Dreyfuss and the Villa Noailles
which would feature prominently in Man Ray’s film Les Mystères du Château
du Dé, (The Mysteries of the Chateau of Dice). Mallet-Stevens was also
active in the film industry, designing twenty film sets and working with
Fernand Léger, Pierre Chareau, and Rene Lalique on the film L’Inhumaine.
He utilized the same heavy linearity employed in his architecture in the
decorative works that he created for Maison Desny. Mallet-Stevens died
in 1945, and although he left behind an abundant artistic œuvre, his work
has been largely unrecognized. His well-earned retrospective in 2005
at the Centre de Pompidou has renewed interest in the work of this esteemed
French Modernist.

Maison Desny

Rare Table Lamp
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Maison Desny
Rare table lamp
France, c. 1930
chrome-plated metal, glass, mirror, paper shade
5 ½ dia × 17 ¼ h in (14 × 44 cm)

Stamped to underside: [DESNY PARIS MADE IN FRANCE].
provenance
Private Collection, Paris
Private Collection, New York
$15,000 – 20,000
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Maison Desny Machine-Age Luxury

Choosing to work in metal alloys, Maison
Desny was able to create large-scale pieces
like centerpieces and boxes. However, it is
in the field of lighting designs that the firm
truly shone. Utilizing geometric forms mixed
with layers of glass, Maison Desny created
glowing works of futurism.

Maison Desny was one of the premier ateliers of the French modernist
movement that created a rich and varied output of designs. Despite the
firm’s contributions to the field of modernism, information regarding the firm
remains shrouded in mystery. The curious name of “Desny” comes from
a combination of the names of the two founders, Messrs. Desnet and René
Nauny. The former circus artists, Desnet and Nauny founded the firm in
Paris in 1927. Maison Desny crafted designs that emphasized the machine
process through their collinear forms. However, the sleek forms of their
designs are warmed by the use of accent woods and deep and sloping lines.
In the commissioned interiors of Maison Desny, the pair chose to utilize
warm woods like lemonwood and sycamore, which they mixed with modern
art and their signature angular furniture and lighting. Noted clients of Maison
Desny included King Albert of Belgium, Pierre David-Weill, and GeorgesHenri Rivière.
Maison Desny crafted a range of different functional forms that included
punch cups, cocktail sets, and cordial goblets. Choosing to work in metal
alloys, Maison Desny was able to create large-scale pieces like centerpieces
and boxes. However, it is in the field of lighting designs that the firm truly
shone. Utilizing geometric forms mixed with layers of glass, Maison Desny
created glowing works of futurism. Sadly, Maison Desny closed its doors
after the tragic death of Nauny in 1933. Desnet continued to create modernist
jewelry designs and also owned several jewelry stores, in addition to opening
up a sea aquarium. The firm is best remembered for choosing to employ
such a wide range of talented architects, designers, and artists that included
Alberto Giacometti, Michel Frank, and Andre Masson. In particular,
the architect Robert Mallet-Stevens was a principal designer of the products
of Maison Desny.

Walter Dorwin Teague

An extremely rare, untouched Nocturne radio,

Nocturne Radio, Model 1186

sold by the original owners.
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Walter Dorwin Teague
Nocturne radio, model 1186
USA, 1935
Sparton Corporation
midnight blue Tufflex mirrored glass, satin chrome steel, painted wood
43 ¼ w × 12 d × 46 h in (110 × 30 × 117 cm)

literature
The Machine Age in America 1918 – 1941, Brooklyn Museum of Art, pg. 26
Modernism: Modernist Design 1880 – 1940, Duncan, pg. 216

provenance
Acquired by the original owners in 1946
Thence by descent
$50,000 – 70,000

A Sparton advertisement
published in 1935

Walter Dorwin Teague

The form evokes the dynamic spirit of 1930s

Nocturne Radio, Model 1186

urban architecture through its curves, contrasted
by rectilinear contours and chrome-plated surfaces
that suggest the stacked construction of the
modern skyscraper.

Sparton Nocturne A Machine Age Icon

Walter Dorwin Teague 1883 – 1960
Walter Dorwin Teague’s Sparton Nocturne radio, model 1186,
was unveiled at the New York Radio Exposition in September
of 1935. Billed as “The Style Sensation of the Radio World” by
the firm’s advertising campaign, the Sparton radio encapsulated
in its design the ground-breaking architectural innovations in glass
and steel of the modern skyscraper. Standing over four feet in height,
the construction portrays the vibrant energy and speed of the era.
The large midnight blue Tufflex mirrored glass radio was the most daring
of four designs Teague created for Sparton in 1935 for their 1936 catalogs.
Embracing industrial materials, Teague’s Nocturne radio elegantly
transforms a utilitarian object into a work of art. The form evokes the
dynamic spirit of 1930s urban architecture through its curves, contrasted
by rectilinear contours and chrome-plated surfaces that suggest the stacked
construction of the modern skyscraper. Marketed to high-end clientele and
intended for stylish interiors, hotels, theaters or other similar venues, the
deluxe Nocturne cost $350-$375 or nearly the cost of an automobile during
the Depression. Few works of American Modern design have embodied
the visual sensibility of the machine aesthetic like the Sparton radio.
It is unknown how many examples of the Nocturne radio were produced.
As a result of the original high price and the fragility of the materials, few
are known to exist today. Other examples can be found in a small number
of private collections and in the permanent collections of the Dallas Museum
of Art, the Los Angeles County Museum of Art, The Wolfsonian—FIU in
Miami Beach, the Minneapolis Institute of Arts and the Philbrook Museum
of Arts in Tulsa.

Ford’s Cycles of Production,
World’s Fair, 1939; Ford
Building, San Diego, 1935

The present lot was acquired in the 1940s and has remained in the same
collection since. This Sparton Nocturne radio is a true untouched example
retaining its original condition and played with great regularity.

We are not building big and little gadgets—
we are building an environment.
Walter Dorwin Teague

Walter Dorwin Teague was born in the small farming town of Decatur,
Indiana in 1883. Inspired by books on architecture, he developed a
remarkable talent for drawing. In 1903 he moved to New York, studying
painting at the Art Students League of New York by night and honing his
drafting skills as a successful illustrator in advertising firms around the city
during the day. For Teague, everything changed after a trip to Paris
in 1926 where he studied Bauhaus design and the work of Le Corbusier.
He returned with a desire to elevate the significance of machine-made
objects by combining consumer tastes with the high values of art and he
started his own industrial design firm. As a design consultant, Teague
developed the idea of corporate identity and branding for an impressive
client list including Ford, Corning Glass, Polaroid, Boeing and Texaco.
He designed several popular camera models for Kodak, including the
hugely successful Brownie. Teague desired to create meaningful
connections between industry and the consumer and found the perfect
outlet for his vision in directing the design of the 1939 World’s Fair.
A celebration of industry and technology, the fair embodied the aesthetic
of the Machine-Age, a term Teague helped coin. His 1940 book, Design
This Day: The Technique of Order in the Machine Age, remains one
of the most powerful statements on design in the 20th Century.

Maria Pergay

Important Pair of Ring Chairs
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Maria Pergay
Important pair of Ring chairs
France, 1968
stainless steel
28 ¾ w × 23 d × 32 h in (73 × 58 × 81 cm)

Approximately fifty examples of the Ring chair were produced.
literature
Maria Pergay Complete Works 1957– 2010, Demisch and Danant, ppg. 117–118
Maria Pergay: Between Ideas and Design, Demisch, ppg. 28, 140–141, 143

provenance
Acquired directly from the Harvey Probber Showroom, New York circa 1970
by the present owner
$50,000 – 70,000

Maria Pergay

Important Pair of Ring Chairs

Copper is too fragile, aluminum too light, gold too
symbolic, silver too weak, bronze is out of fashion,
and platinum inaccessible… Nothing is more
beautiful than steel. Maria Pergay

The Ring Chair Steel and a Soft Twist

Maria Pergay’s Ring chair stands out among innovative chair design
in the late 1960s. Europe had induced a boon of creativity, spurring
artists and designers to re-evaluate the traditions authoring the
primary objectives of useable objects and furniture. Major trends
were underway, breaking accepted molds of how design is placed
and positioned in interiors. This new program of design is neither
function nor purpose, but rather a celebration of material, space
and philosophy.

A model posing next
to a Ring chair in a period
fasion advertisement
from the 1970s

Early on Pergay had been asked to decorate storefronts and window displays,
her small intimate work was lauded by respected fashion heavyweights,
and artists like Salvador Dali, among many others. Established names like
Hermès and Dior had taken an affinity to Pergay through her smaller objects
and goods. In 1967, while still designing furniture in more traditional mediums,
she was approached by Gerard Martel of Ugine-Gueugnon—a noted steel
manufacturer, prompting her to introduce and develop two pieces of furniture
designed nearly entirely out of steel—the Ring chair and the Flying Carpet
daybed. At the time, precious materials carried more tangible value to the
greater buying populace, and Pergay’s humble adoration of the industrial
medium was a relevation. Pergay’s first exhibition was held at the Parisian
Galerie Maison et Jardin in 1968 —approximately one year into the start
of her steel design campaign and lifelong passion. Pierre Cardin is noted
for buying out the entire exhibition. Pergay has been quoted that the Ring
chair was inspired by an orange peel removed with a single cut. The simple
idea of a culinary cutting technique, paired with a rigid and otherwise
impersonal material, transformed the design into a soft floating piece
of art, resting atop a pair of sabre legs. In sum, the weightless appearance
of the chair epitomizes the designer’s vision and has forever added Pergay
to the annals of design history.
The present pair of Ring chairs were purchased in the early 1970s in New York
at the Harvey Probber showroom by the current owners. Probber maintained
exclusivity of selling Pergay’s work in the United States until approximately
1972. It is incredibly rare to find a true pair of these chairs that have been
together since they were originally acquired.
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Maria Pergay b. 1931
Born in Russia in 1931, Maria Pergay and her mother fled to Paris following
the Great Purge. In Paris, Pergay opened a shop on the Palais de Vosges
that sold decorative arts. Pergay handcrafted cigarette cases and other
beautiful objects for her shop, which she also sold to Hermès and Christian
Dior. At the behest and suggestion of noted steel manufacturer UgineGueugnon, Pergay began experimenting and developing her own vernacular
in stainless steel, a material seldom used in interiors aside from structural
and architectural needs. A true innovator, Pergay’s furniture began to be seen
as effortlessly chic and supine. Soon, Brigitte Bardot was photographed on
Pergay’s Flying Carpet daybed and Salvador Dali became an avid collector
of Pergay’s work. In 1977, Pergay moved to the Middle East to seek out new
clients. She was very successful in her work, even completing a commission
from the Royal Family in Saudi Arabia to create furniture for their palace
interiors. She worked for the Royal Family for eight years, later returning
to Paris in 1984. Pergay will turn 86 this year, and she continues to produce
and design furniture in her beloved medium of steel to this day.

Studio of Josef Albers

Four Sample Glass Plates for the White Cross Window, Saint John’s Abbey
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Studio of Josef Albers
four sample glass plates for the White Cross Window,
Saint John’s Abbey, Collegeville, Minnesota
c. 1954
Corning Glass Laboratories
photosensitive cased glass
10 h × 8 w in (25 × 20 cm)

Wright would like to thank the Josef and Anni Albers Foundation
for their assistance in cataloging this lot.
literature
Saint John's Abbey Church: Marcel Breuer and the Creation of a Modern
Sacred Space, Young, pg. 128 illustrates realized windows
Josef Albers: A Retrospective, Solomon Guggenheim Foundation,
ppg. 68–70 illustrate realized windows and discuss commission

provenance
Acquired directly from Josef Albers by Eugene Kloszewski, Woodstock, VT
$60,000 – 80,000

The aim of art is a constant, and a continuous
job to reveal visually the attitude of our
mentality. And the less we disturb the influence
of our mentality the more I believe we come
close to the truth. Josef Albers

Studio of Josef Albers

Four Sample Glass Plates for the White Cross Window, Saint John’s Abbey

right Detail of glass
surface showing
photosensitive coating
below Josef Albers,
Pergola, sandblasted
finished glass, 1929

Studies of Light

Josef Albers and the White Cross Window

Josef Albers exploration in the medium of glass began early in
his artistic career while a student at the Bauhaus in the early 1920s.
His early collage works from this period comprised jagged and
broken glass pieces affixed without leading, leaving the purity of
the material and construction as dominate statements. The “glass
paintings” he produced were unlike the works of his contemporary
students and contrary to ideologies of some the Bauhaus teachers
at the time. Albers was unceasing in his commitment to his glass
work and his persistence was rewarded in 1925 when he was asked
to run the glass workshop at the Bauhaus.
In the late 1920s, Albers began to experiment with different production
techniques that allowed him to create layered glass effects. In 1968, Albers
discussed his revolutionary approach to glass works at the Bauhaus:

Saint John’s Abbey,
Collegeville, Minnesota;
The White Cross
windows in the Abbot's
private chapel

“I took the glasses that are either opaque or transparent. You see this
is an opaque and this is a transparent one. Then I learned to remove the
front coat is hair thin. That is done usually in glass painting with acid like
in etching… I learned to sandblast that glass. Covered it airtight and cut
it this way, and this way, this way, this way, and this way. And where I want
to remove that red I just took the paper out and exposed it to sandblasting.
It’s eaten away. And at the same time makes frosted glass. So that was of
great interest to me. And I made all this nonsense independent of anyone’s
style, you see.”
Pergola, an early glass work by Albers from 1929, illustrated this layering
effect achieved through a combination of paint and sandblasting flashed
glass. One can begin to the see the introduction of order and strict
geometric considerations, absent in the early collages in glass, which
will serve as a founding principle in Albers later artworks across
multiple mediums.
Albers first met Marcel Breuer during this time at the Bauhaus and the
two would continue to be close after both relocated to the United States.
In the 1950s, Breuer was working on a commission to design a church
for Saint John’s Abbey in Collegeville, MN. The result is soaring modern
masterwork in cast concrete that encapsulates the modern ideology
of Breuer’s architectural designs. Breuer collaborated with a number
of artists on this project, and he approached Albers to design a stained

glass window for the Abbott’s private study. Breuer hoped Albers would
bring “purely architectural forms, textures and colors” to the space. Albers
reached out to Corning Glass Laboratories to use a recent technology
they had developed to execute the geometric patterning in the realized
White Cross window completed in 1955. The glass comprised of changing
densities of dot matrix printing that created the effect of relative opacity
and transparency across the panels. In discussing the window after its
completion, Albers explained the complicated visual plan of the window:
“Above a ground of indistinct distance, light accumulates toward the middle
and culminated in the whitest light of the extended cross, the center,
extending wide arms to the farthest ends”.

The present lot represents four samples for the White Cross window made
from photosensitive glass fabricated by the Corning Glass Laboratories.
As one looks at these plates, their transparency and opacity shifts. The
photosensitive character of the glass changes the tonalities of the whites
and grays depending on the position of the viewer and whether the light
comes from in front or behind. The manner in which the window changes
with the vantage of the viewer and lighting effects draws similarities to
Albers’ teachings on color theory and tonal relationships. These studies
were given by Albers to Eugene Kloszewski, a colleague at the Yale School
of Art in the 1950s. A related series of studies for the White Cross window
are in the permanent collection of the Smith College of Art Museum.
Smaller in scale and slightly more varied in patterning than the realized
individual panes, these studies demonstrate the possibilities in pairing
an artist’s uniquely modern vision and cutting edge technology of the period.
The overlapping glass concept and geometric principles on which Albers
embarked in the 1920s are evident in the realized White Cross window.
Yet its modern color palette and patterning speak to the works Albers
was simultaneously creating in other mediums in the 1950s.

Studio of Josef Albers

Four Sample Glass Plates for the White Cross Window, Saint John’s Abbey
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Josef Albers 1888 – 1990
From a young age, Josef Albers possessed an innate interest in glass
and color. His father was a painter, and as a child, Albers loved to watch
his father create. Albers began his formal training studying under the
Dutch glass artist Jan Thorn-Prikker, a former follower of Henry Van
de Velde. In 1920, he began studies at the Weimar Bauhaus school where
he experimented with creating panels out of recycled glass. It was at
the Weimar Bauhaus that Albers met Anni Fleischmann a talented student
in textiles; the two were married in 1925. That same year, Josef was
the first student to become a Bauhaus teacher and master.

A new and highly innovative type of glass was invented

In order to use color effectively it is necessary

by Corning in the early 1950s. The properties of this

to recognize that color deceives continually.

unique glass allow for different qualities of translucency

Josef Albers

based on lighting conditions. The images to the left
illustrate the change in tonal qualities of one glass
panel as lighting conditions change from reflected light
which render the colors in the glass more opaque white,
to translucent light which produces a grey palette.
The characteristics of the glass fall perfectly in line
with Albers color theory, in which the appearance
of colors change depending on context.

Due to the rise of the Nazi Party, Albers moved to the United States in 1933.
At the recommendation of Philip Johnson, Albers took a position at the
newly formed Black Mountain College as head of programs. While he was
the director, Albers taught many of the emerging American painters of the
twentieth century, including Robert Rauschenberg, Robert Motherwell,
and Kenneth Noland. In 1949, Albers left Black Mountain College to serve
as the Chairman of the Design department at Yale, where he executed
his most famous series of paintings, Homage to the Square.
Six years before his death in 1971, Albers was the first living artist to
be honored with a retrospective at the Metropolitan Museum of Art,
New York. Today, Albers work can be found in the permanent collections
of the Art Institute of Chicago, the National Gallery of London, and the
DeYoung Museum, San Francisco.

Louise Nevelson

Moon Zag XI

10
Louise Nevelson
Moon Zag XI
USA, 1979
black painted wood construction
28 h × 29 ¾ w × 6 ½ d in (71 × 76 × 17 cm)

literature
Louise Nevelson Wood Sculptures and Collages, Shirey,
unpaginated, illustrates this work

exhibited
Louise Nevelson Wood Sculptures and Collages, 2 May – 27 June 1980,
Pace Gallery, New York

provenance
Pace Gallery, New York
Private Collection
Tepper Galleries, Inc., 3 March 2008
Private Collection
$80,000 – 120,000

What about black… the illusion of black…
means to me; I don’t think I chose it for
black. I think it chose me for saying
something. You see, it says more for me
than anything else. In the academic world,
they used to say black and white were no
colors, but I’m twisting that to tell you that
for me it is the total color. It means totality.
It means: contains all. Louise Nevelson
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Louise Nevelson 1889 – 1988

…black creates harmony and doesn’t
intrude on the emotions. Louise Nevelson

Louise Berliawsky was born in Ukraine in 1889. Due to the rising
discrimination against Jewish citizens in Ukraine, her father immigrated
to the U.S., where he was soon followed by his wife and children. Nevelson’s
father worked in a lumberyard, which paved the way for Louise’s love
for the medium of wood. In 1920, Louise married Charles Nevelson and
moved to New York with him. Feeling trapped by both her marriage and the
societal conventions of being an upper-class woman in New York, Nevelson
separated from her husband in 1931. The same year, Nevelson traveled
to Europe to study Cubism under the renowned painter Hans Hoffman
at the School for Modern Art in Munich. While visiting Paris in 1930,
Nevelson frequently visited the Musée de l’Homme. She greatly admired
the African and Native American work she saw on display there, which
inspired her to create powerful and solid works of sculpture. Returning
to New York, Nevelson continued her studies at the famed Art Students
League, where she became friends with Diego Rivera and Frida Kahlo.
Her first official gallery show was with the Karl Nierendorf Gallery
in 1941. However, it was not until the 1950s that she began to exhibit
her art consistently. The Whitney Museum bought her work Black Majesty,
in 1956, which was followed by her first solo retrospective at the Whitney
eleven years later in 1967. During the 1960s and 1970s, Nevelson began
receiving commissions for large-scale works of outdoor sculpture, the
most notable being the Louis Nevelson Plaza in New York. Nevelson died
in 1988. She left behind an incredible œuvre of hauntingly commanding
monochromic art that defied the traditional conception of sculpture.
The works of Nevelson are housed in the permanent collections of the Yale
Art Gallery, the Museum of Modern Arte, New York, and the Tate Modern.

Louise Nevelson

Moon Zag XI

Louise Nevelson’s studio

When I Iook at the city from my point of view,
I see New York City as a great big sculpture.
Louise Nevelson

George Nakashima

Important Minguren Coffee Table

11
George Nakashima
Important and rare Minguren coffee table
USA, 1977
redwood root burl, American black walnut
61 ¼ w × 53 d × 15 ¼ h in (156 × 135 × 39 cm)

An exceptionally figured solid redwood slab top with sap grain
detail, numerous fissures, burls, free edges and four walnut
butterflies to underside. Client name to underside: [Hoffman].
Sold with a copy of the original order card and invoice and a letter
of authentication from Mira Nakashima.
literature
George Nakashima: Full Circle, Ostergard,
ppg. 133–134 discuss Minguren I forms

provenance
Acquired directly from the artist
John Hoffman, Pennsylvania
Wright, Important 20th Century Design, 3 December 2006, Lot 348
Private Collection, New York
$150,000 – 200,000

Beauty and the greatest consciousness exist
in a metaphysical world. Science and technology
can only approximate without really touching this
world. It is a world of great possibility, stemming
from different roots and informed by a consciousness
yet to be. Craft is part of this phenomenon.
Craft and low technology can add to the reality
and truth of a better world. George Nakashima
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George Nakashima 1905 – 1990
George Nakashima was born in Spokane, Washington in 1905. He attended
the University of Washington where he excelled in architecture courses and
was awarded a scholarship to study at the Ecole Americaine des Beaux-Arts
in Fontainebleau. Nakashima completed his master’s degree from MIT
in 1930, and worked for a brief time as a mural painter before losing his job
during the depression. Nakashima sold his car, moved to Paris and then
to Tokyo in 1934. In Japan, he worked at the architectural firm of Antonin
Raymond where he was exposed to the Japanese folk art tradition. In 1937,
Nakashima traveled to India to supervise the construction of Golconde,
a dormitory for Sri Aurobindo Ashram.
Nakashima returned to the United States settling in Seattle, Washington
where he worked for an architect and constructed his first furniture designs
in the basement of a local Boys Club. During World War II, he and his family
were sent to a Japanese internment camp in Idaho. Antonin Raymond
petitioned for and attained their release under the condition that Nakashima
would work on his farm in New Hope, Pennsylvania. Relocated, Nakashima
began making furniture again. He produced a line for Knoll in 1946 and
designed the Origins line for Widdicomb in 1957, but it is his studio works
and important commissioned forms for which he is most admired.

Nakashima’s
collection of kiln-dried
lumber in a vertical
storage shed, 1962

Jean Besnard

Monumental Vase

12
Jean Besnard
Monumental vase
France, c. 1930
glazed and fired stoneware
17 ¾ dia × 16 ¾ h in (45 × 43 cm)

Incised signature to underside: [Besnard/France].
provenance
Acquired from L’Arc en Seine, Paris, circa 2002 by the present owners
$50,000 – 70,000
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Jean Besnard 1889 – 1958
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Jean Besnard was born in 1889 to artistic parents: his father Albert Besnard
was a portrait painter and printmaker that worked in the style of Thomas
Gainsborough, and his mother Charlotte Dubray was a talented sculptor.
His first training in ceramics was in an apprenticeship in Savoy, where
he learned folk methods of pottery. His formal training began at the Ecole
des Beaux-Arts in Paris. Here, Besnard was a part of a group of fashionable
artists known as the ‘Knights of the Bracelet’, a reference to their flamboyant
clothing and jewelry. During his studies, Besnard became fascinated
with unique methods of glazing, as well as traditional forms of Greek
and Egyptian pottery.
He received critical acclaim for his ceramic works when he exhibited with
the Salon des Artistes Décorateurs in 1923. Besnard’s work was displayed
at this Salon alongside his ceramic contemporaries—Séraphin Soudbinine,
Paul Beyer, and Émile Decoeur. After this initial success, Besnard continued
to exhibit publicly, and his work was featured in both the Salon des
Tuileries and the Salon D’Automne. In 1925, Besnard was awarded a silver
medal at the Exposition Internationale des Arts Décoratifs for his works
decorated in a golden and black craquelée glaze. Best known for his unique
experimentations in glazes, from 1927 to 1928, Besnard developed his most
distinctive finish: a delicate white lace glaze. He also worked in thicker
glazes, which he incised with repeating patterns, and in bright enamel
finishes. Besnard died in 1958, but he left behind an impressive œuvre
of ceramic works, as well as a history of creating pieces for Jacques Adnet,
Émile-Jacques Ruhlmann and the Atelier Dominique.

Gerald Summers

Rare Cut Ply Chair (CPC)

13
Gerald Summers
Rare Cut Ply Chair (CPC)
United Kingdom, c. 1934
Makers of Simple Furniture
white tinted plywood, upholstery, brass
17 w × 17 ½ d × 26 h in (43 × 44 × 66 cm)

literature
Furniture for the Concrete Age, Dunn, Mantz and Day, ppg. 61, 122

provenance
Private Collection, London
$30,000 – 50,000

Innovations in molded
plywood design in
the early 20th century;
Alvar Aalto, c. 1933,
Charles Eames & Eero
Saarinen, 1940, and
Marcel Breuer, c. 1935

Furniture for the Concrete Age
by Steve Dunn

Single-sheet molded
plywood chairs; Carlo
Mollino, 1953 and
Gerald Summers, 1933

Though Summers was not an architect like many who left
their mark on furniture design history, he was nonetheless an
architect of a highly reformist epoch. For him Modernism meant
revolutionising his own field of endeavour to meet the prevailing
Modernist ethos and social imperative for a new way of living.
Summers fervently believed in the moral necessity to make new,
‘classless’ affordable furniture. He used plywood as a democratic
material of true modernity, with vastly unexploited potential,
and with his pragmatic, yet highly inventive approach, he was
able to exploit this simple material to create furniture that would
be functional, space-saving and affordable, yet, in form entirely
radical and representative of a new enlightened age.
Unlike many furniture makers who produced pieces on a vast scale,
Summers output was commission based, which resulted in many one-off
or short run pieces —Aalto easily produced more in one year than Makers
of Simple Furniture did in their entire existence. Summers’ innovative work
with moulds in the early 30s predated the experiments undertaken
by Charles and Ray Eames a decade later. His methods of bending
laminated plywood were more advanced than Aalto’s — even with the
mighty Korhonen factory behind him — and even Breuer’s precocious
design talents were challenged by the countless structural issues he
encountered as he translated much of his tubular steel work to plywood.

The revolutionary appearance of this chair
is an intricate play of organic forms:
both the sides and elegant tapering spine
are economically created from one ply piece.

The effervescent blaze of innovative work from Summers and Makers
of Simple Furniture lasted barely 9 years, as war decimated London.
Summers all but gave up furniture making in the post-war years —eager
to support his young family he opened a ball-bearing factory. What did
survive after the carpet bombing years of the Blitz, and a post modern
world that rebelled against years of enforced austerity, are extraordinarily
progressive, avant-garde designs that equal any of those from the Bauhaus,
De Stijl and the Russian Constructivists.
Summers’ Bent Ply Armchair or BPAC from 1933 has long been recognised
as a milestone of design, but this Cut Ply Chair or CPC of 1934/5 is in
many ways equally original. The revolutionary appearance of this chair
is an intricate play of organic forms: both the sides and elegant tapering
spine are economically created from one ply piece. Only three small cross
braces support its thin seat. The liberated openness and lightness of the
structure creates a spatial indeterminateness and demonstrates Summers
consummate understanding of structural stress-bearing forces. The form
of this chair, interceded by 30 years similar explorations by Joe Colombo
and Arne Jacobsen and is the only known surviving example of this
extraordinary chair.
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Gerald Summers 1899 – 1967
Gerald Summers was among the pioneering designers working in plywood,
a material Summers transformed through novel means of construction.
Summers earliest formal training came in college, where he took courses
in carpentry. After college, he worked at the engineering firm of Ruston,
Proctor, and Co., where Summers learned the importance of pragmatism
in designed objects. During World War I, Summers was drafted into the
army; it was in the trenches that Summers first began dreaming of innovative
designs made of wood. After the war ended, Summers and his wife,
Marjorie, founded the aptly-named firm Makers of Simple Furniture.
Summers was among the first British designers to experiment with plywood
as the primary material for his furniture forms. Like the Finnish designer
Alvar Aalto working at the same time, Summers used plywood to create
organic forms; however, Summers invented an entirely new means of
production that didn’t require heat or steam. Instead Summers’ designs
were glued carefully together and left in a mold to harden, the technique
allowing Summers to create seamless furniture without the use of external
fastenings disrupting the flow of the form.
Makers of Simple Furniture grew larger, and by 1935 Summers added
bookcases, case furniture, and several innovative chairs to his œuvre.
With the start of World War II and the rationing of plywood, Summers
was forced to close up his shop leaving behind a legacy of innovation
and original technology, as well as groundbreaking furniture designs.

Harry Bertoia

Untitled (Bush Form)

14
Harry Bertoia
Untitled (Bush Form)
USA, c. 1975
welded and melt-formed phosphorous bronze with applied patina
13 ½ h × 15 w × 14 ¼ d in (34 × 38 × 36 cm)

Sold with a title of authentication from Bertoia Studio.
literature
The World of Bertoia, Schiffer and Bertoia,
ppg. 110 – 116 illustrate similar examples

provenance
Acquired directly from the estate of the artist
Private Collection
$50,000 – 70,000
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Harry Bertoia 1915 – 1978
Harry Bertoia was a true Renaissance man well versed in the language
of art and design. Born in San Lorenzo, Italy in 1915, Bertoia relocated to
the United States at the age of fifteen and enrolled at Cass Technical High
School in Detroit to study hand-made jewelry. In 1937, Bertoia was awarded
a scholarship to attend the Cranbrook Academy of Art in Bloomfield Hills,
Michigan where he studied under the direction of Maija Grotell and Walter
Gropius. Bertoia was drawn to the mostly empty metal shop, and after
two years in the program, Bertoia was invited to head the department.
At Cranbrook, Bertoia was introduced to a number of designers whose
names would become synonymous with mid-century modern design.
Here he met Eero Saarinen, with whom he would collaborate on numerous
architectural projects, and Charles and Ray Eames with whom, for a short
period during the war, he would work for at the Molded Plywood Division
of Evans Products in California. In 1950, Bertoia moved east to Pennsylvania
to open his own studio and to work with Florence Knoll designing chairs.
Bertoia designed five chairs out of wire that would become icons of the
period, all of them popular and all still in production today.
The success of his chair designs for Knoll afforded Bertoia the means
to pursue his artistic career and by the mid-1950s he was dedicated
exclusively to his art. Using traditional materials in non-traditional ways,
Bertoia created organic sculptural works uniting sound, form and motion.
From sculptures sold to private buyers to large-scale installations in
the public realm, Bertoia developed an artistic language that is at once
recognizable but also uniquely his own.
Today Bertoia’s works can be found in various private and numerous public
collections, including: The Art Institute of Chicago, Denver Art Museum,
Milwaukee Art Museum, Smithsonian Institution, Washington D.C., Museum
of Modern Art, New York, Musée des Arts Décoratifs, Paris, Museum
of Fine Arts, Houston and the Whitney Museum of American Art, New York.

Harry Bertoia

Rare Brooch

15
Harry Bertoia
Rare brooch
USA, c. 1942
hand forged and riveted brass
6 w × 4 ½ d × ¼ h in (15 × 11 × 1 cm)

literature
Bent, Cast & Forged: The Jewelry of Harry Bertoia, Cranbrook Art
Museum, pg. 46 illustrates similar example
The World of Bertoia, Schiffer and Bertoia, pg. 25 illustrates similar example

provenance
Private Collection, Rhode Island
Private Collection
$20,000 – 30,000

Harry Bertoia

Rare Brooch
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Jewelry The Seed of Sculpture

Harry Bertoia had a natural talent for working in metal. He first
learned the craft of metalsmithing while attending Detroit’s Cass
Technical High School and by the young age of twenty-two was
invited by Eliel Saarinen to oversee the metalworking studio
at Cranbrook. Bertoia’s experience at Cranbrook was his artistic
awakening. From 1937-1943 he was an integral part of the artistic
ferment of the famed school. As Eliel Saarinen commented in an
address to the American Institute of Architects in 1931, “Cranbrook
is not an art school… it is a working place for creative art.” And
Bertoia worked: he ran the metal studio, learned printmaking
and developed his monoprint technique that we would explore
throughout his life and he formed a connection with Charles Eames.
Throughout this time, he made jewelry. Even after the metal shop
was closed due to war restrictions, he would salvage and make pieces
from scrap. When Bertoia left Cranbrook to move to Los Angeles
to help create the Eames Office, he held a sale of jewelry to raise
money for his travels.
Harry Bertoia with a
student in the Cranbrook
metal studio, 1939

Bertoia was always influenced by nature. His famed Dandelion and Bush
Form sculptures pay direct homage to the natural world. In his jewelry,
Bertoia often took an almost microscopic perspective with the
anthropomorphic forms of amoebas and insects. One of the masterpieces
of Bertoia’s early jewelry work is the Ornamental Centipede from 1942.
This work is in the permanent collection of Cranbrook Art Museum.
The brooch offered here is directly related to this form expressing dynamism
of movement in its overall shape. The myriad branching shapes are delicately
chased and each is beveled from the center to better reflect light. Like
Calder, Bertoia used no industrial jewelry fastenings in the creation of this
jewelry. The elements are connected through rivets with no use of solder.
The backing pin is hand-shaped and the elaborate clasp is self-designed
and hand-forged.
For Bertoia, the relative ease of making jewelry was akin to sketching,
a place to try new ideas and explore. The present lot appears almost as
a drawing, come to life and ready to burst from the page. It is in Bertoia’s
jewelry where his art first takes full form and moves into the third-dimension
leading to his breakthrough work as a sculptor.

Bertoia’s experience at Cranbrook was
his artistic awakening. From 1937–1943
he was an integral part of the artistic ferment
of the famed school. As Eliel Saarinen
commented in an address to the American
Institute of Architects in 1931, “Cranbrook
is not an art school… it is a working place
for creative art.”

Artist and fellow
Cranbrook alumni Svea
Kline wearing a similar
brooch at a student and
faculty exhibition in 1949
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It is in Bertoia’s jewelry where his art first
takes full form and moves into the thirddimension leading to his breakthrough
work as a sculptor.

Ornamental Centipede,
c. 1942, collection of
Cranbrook Art Museum;
Necklace, c. 1942-1943,
collection of Cranbrook
Art Museum

Isamu Noguchi

Rare and Important Chess Table, Model IN-61

16
Isamu Noguchi
Rare and Important Chess table, model IN-61
USA, 1944
Herman Miller
ebonized ash plywood, painted cast aluminum, acrylic inlays, brass, steel
26 ¼ w × 25 ¼ d × 19 ½ h in (67 × 64 × 50 cm)

Approximately twelve Chess tables were produced by Herman Miller.
Wright would like to thank The Isamu Noguchi Foundation and
Garden Museum and for their assistance cataloguing the present lot.
literature
Isamu Noguchi: Sculptural Design, Eisenbrand, Posch and von Vegesack,
ppg. 78–79, 126–127, 287
The Imagery of Chess Revisited, List and Schaffner, cover, ppg. vi, 129, 131
Design 1935–65, What Modern Was, Eidelberg, ppg. 107–108
Interiors Library 2: Chairs, Nelson, pg. 33

provenance
Private Collection
$150,000 – 200,000

Man Ray and Marcel
Duchamp, Paris c. 1915

Everything is sculpture… Any material,
any idea without hindrance born into space,
I consider sculpture. Isamu Noguchi

Isamu Noguchi

While these designs attempted to rationalize the

Rare and Important Chess Table, Model IN-61

visuality of chess through renewed modern interest
in stark clarity, universalism, and hygienic spaces,
the subsequent exhibition at Levy’s gallery was
markedly representative of impassioned intellectual
expression and a celebration of unconventional form
through the project of Surrealism.

Noguchi, Surrealism and the Art of Chess

Chess is a game that can showcase both intellectual precision
and transcendent leaps of brilliance. In 1944 Isamu Noguchi
turned his creative attention to design a chess table, and the result
demonstrates those same virtuoso traits. The form has become
a modern icon that reveals the depth of Noguchi’s innovative
vision and captures the apex of true design originality. Heralded
as the “Chessmen of Tomorrow” in the January 1945 issue of
Chess Review, the artistic chess sets, including the present chess
table designed by Isamu Noguchi were included in the seminal
exhibition, “The Imagery of Chess” held in 1944-45 at the Julien
Levy Gallery in New York. The idea for this exhibition purportedly
arose from a beachside joke between Levy and the Surrealist artist
Max Ernst, and it became one of the most influential presentations
of the contemporary visual culture of chess. The show addressed
a crucial moment in modernist art and design by engaging artists
and intellectuals associated with Surrealism, Dadaism, and the
conceptual avant-garde. It displayed a complex selection of chess
designs and imagery that sought to rethink notions of space,
strategy, and traditional images of chess—a game that spans
nearly 14 centuries of history.
Marcel Duchamp,
announcement card
for The Imagery of Chess
exhibition,1944

“The Imagery of Chess” placed Noguchi’s chess table alongside the work
of a significant cast of internationally renowned avant-garde, Surrealist,
and Dada figures such as Marcel Duchamp, John Cage, Max Ernst, Yves
Tanguy, Alexander Calder, Frederick Kiesler, Roberto Matta, André Breton,
Arshile Gorky, Robert Motherwell, Kay Sage, Dorothea Tanning, among
others. The formal language of abstraction, organicism, and the modern
desire to recast spatial elements within surreal and inventive planes are
all represented in the chess designs for this exhibition. Although Noguchi
was not a chess player like the other artists represented in Levy’s exhibition,
he would have been introduced to the Japanese counterpart, shogi as
a child, and later to the western version of the game while a teenager living
in Indiana.
Noguchi’s sculptural approach is clearly evoked in the design of the chess
table. This example is rendered in lustrous ebonized birch. Comprised
of ebonized lumber-ply legs and a painted cast-aluminum tray beneath
the tabletop, the design is characterized by its innovative sculptural, organic
form. The underside construction of the table can be read as a surrealist
sculpture through its harmonious landscape evocative of sensuously
rounded planes or rolling hills in miniature. Noguchi’s sculptural effect
shows aesthetic affinity with the contemporary Surrealist artist Yves
Tanguy, who was experimenting with form and plane in his works, Untitled
of 1928 and Deux Fois du Noir of 1941. These works display compositions
of amorphous, attenuated forms that could be evocative of recognizable
materials like stone or textiles, but ultimately remain an indecipherable part
of Tanguy’s complex aesthetic language. Tanguy’s precise smoothness
of form is especially comparable to the treatment of the chess table design
through its lustrous finish.

The discourse and imagery surrounding this theme implied that the
traditional chess set was too bound up in imagery of a courtly past that
no longer held relevance for the modern era, which had seen the real effects
of immense destruction wrought through military strategy and carnage,
which are only symbolized by the game itself. The modernist approach
to chess sought to interrogate the game’s intellectual purpose via new
theories of space, form, and universalism in design.
By 1944 when Noguchi was invited to participate in the “Imagery of Chess”
exhibition, he was an established figure on the New York art scene and
had participated in international exhibitions in Chicago and New York.
He finished one of his most significant set designs for Martha Graham
that same year for productions of “Appalachian Spring” and “Hériodiade,”
characterized by abstracted interlocking sculptures of balsa wood, and
in the case of “Appalachian Spring” an attention to abstracted architectural
forms. These early set designs show a significant visual dialogue with his
chess table design.

Julien Levy playing
chess with Noguchi’s set;
Yves Tanguy, Indefined
Divisibility, 1942

The 1944 Newsweek review of the exhibition called Noguchi’s chess table
the “most beautiful” example in the Levy exhibition, and included that it
could have a dual functions as a tea table or sewing table. Functionality
aside, the abstract composition of the table is closely related to Noguchi’s
other experimental sculptures and playscapes of the period. A series of
cast bronze sculptures including This Tortured Earth from 1943 as well as
Contoured Playground from 1941 essentialize the landscape through sinuous
curves and indentations to evoke a smooth landscape of the imagination.
Noguchi’s designs for playground landscapes and playground equipment
for Ala Moana Park in the early 1940s also indicate a philosophical
connection to abstract biomorphism, allowing his representation of
the landscape to mingle with notions of whimsy, play, and imagination.

The chess pieces are the block alphabet which
shapes thoughts; and these thoughts, although
making a visual design on the chess-board,
The cast tray echoes
sensibilities Noguchi
pursued in cast or carved
contour sculpture; Isamu
Noguchi, This Tortured
Earth, bronze, 1942-1943,
cast 1977

Noguchi’s chess table base design and red and green plastic figures for
the chess pieces are related in form to his notched interlocking sculptures
of organic planar motifs from 1945, the constructed aluminum and green
slate versions of Strange Bird (To the Sunflower) (Unknown Bird), Trinity
executed in black slate, and Figure executed in bronze. Noguchi had the
flat components of the acetate figures cut from an acrylic plastic sheet
and rounded the edges to make them more inviting to the player, as well
as echoing the rounded form of the tables underside itself. The pieces
comprised flat planes intersecting in anthropomorphic shapes, evocative
of the original characterizations of king, queen, knight, etc., which had been
lost in standardization of chess set design over time.
The game of chess, with ancient roots originating in strategic board games
popular in seventh-century Indian court culture, was associated with
the nobility of Medieval Europe by approximately 1200. The game was
famously characterized by Benjamin Franklin in his 1779 treatise The Morals
of Chess as a game of “circumspection, foresight, and caution…Chess
is not merely an idle amusement; several valuable qualities of the mind,
useful in the course of human life, are to be acquired and strengthened
by it.” The standardization of a universalized chess set occurred in the
mid-nineteenth century with an increase in the game’s popularity and
international competitions. The standard Staunton chess set still used
today (with some slight design variations), was patented by Nathaniel Cook,
first produced by J. Jaques & Son of London in 1849, and designed on the
precepts of visual legibility. Using lathe-turned ebony and boxwood pieces
weighted with lead for stability, the Staunton sets were easy to reproduce,
and pieces were designed to evoke Greco-Roman architectural principles
associated with Neoclassicism.

express their beauty abstractly, like a poem…
I have come to the personal conclusion that while
all artists are not chess players, all chess players
are artists. Marcel Duchamp

The 1944 exhibition sought to reimagine the standardized chess set
for a modern world, drawing on key examples of the 1920s avant-garde
community, such as Josef Hartwig’s renowned chess set of 1924 executed
for the Bauhaus in Weimar, which sought to demilitarize the game and
evoke its rules through the specific shape of each piece. A year later in 1925,
Alexsandr Rodchenko’s Constructivist chess table was included in his Soviet
pavilion of the Lenin Worker’s Club at the Exposition Internationale des Arts
Décoratifs et Industriels Modernes in Paris. While these designs attempted
to rationalize the visuality of chess through renewed modern interest in
stark clarity, universalism, and hygienic spaces, the subsequent exhibition
at Levy’s gallery was markedly representative of impassioned intellectual
expression and a celebration of unconventional form through the project
of Surrealism. The exhibition raised the compelling challenge to visualize
the intangible, metaphysical space of the mind within the complex historical
narrative of chess.
The prototype of Noguchi’s chess table was executed in black and natural
wood, and the present model is executed in black ash, as was the model
included in the 1944 – 45 gallery exhibition. While Noguchi’s chess table
went into limited production at Herman Miller after the exhibition, it was
not sustainable on the mass manufacture level due to the highly complex
organic form of the painted cast alluminum base, the most visually striking
element of the design. The imaginative red and green plastic chessmen
did not go into production. The design was shortly discontinued after
initial production, and there are approximately twelve known Noguchi chess
tables produced by Herman Miller dating to approximately 1948.
This example is undoubtedly a masterwork of Noguchi’s œuvre, showing
the modernist overlap of sculpture with functional design to achieve
a harmonious form and intellectually stimulating effect on the viewer.

Isamu Noguchi, Worksheet
for sculpture, pencil on
grid paper, c. 1944-45;
The base elements and top
of the Chess Table are an
extension of the interlocking
sculpture series begun
in the early 1940s.

Isamu Noguchi

Rare and Important Chess Table, Model IN-61

Isamu Noguchi 1904– 1988
Isamu Noguchi was born in Los Angeles in 1904 to Yone Noguchi,
a Japanese poet, and Leonie Gilmor, an American writer. Noguchi lived
in Japan from the age of two until 1918 when he returned to the United
States to attend school in Indiana. In 1922 Noguchi moved to New York
to study pre-medicine at Columbia University. He also took night courses
in sculpture with Onorio Ruotolo and soon after, he left Columbia in pursuit
of a career in the arts.
In 1927 Noguchi received a Guggenheim Fellowship for a trip to Paris and
the Far East. For six months in Paris, he worked in the studio of Constantin
Brancusi and his own work became more abstract as Noguchi explored
working with stone, wood and sheet metal. Noguchi returned to New York
and in 1929 he met Buckminster Fuller and Martha Graham, colleagues
and friends with whom he would later collaborate. In 1938 Noguchi was
commissioned to complete a work for the Associated Press building in the
Rockefeller Center in New York. Marking his first public sculpture, this work
garnered attention and recognition for the artist in the United States.
After the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor, Noguchi became politically
involved. He started Nisei Writers and Artists Mobilization for Democracy,
a group dedicated to raising awareness of the patriotism of Japanese
Americans, and he volunteered to be placed in an Arizona internment camp
where he resided for seven months. Following the war, he spent time in
Japan exploring the issues highlighted by the conflict of war; the experiences
culminating in sculptural works that were included in the exhibition Fourteen
Americans hosted by the Museum of Modern Art in New York in 1946.
Noguchi traveled throughout his lifetime and was inspired by experiences,
artists and techniques around the world. Never confined by material or
a particular movement, Noguchi’s aesthetic accomplishments covered
a broad range including sculpture, furniture and lighting design, parks,
gardens, theater and more. His first retrospective was held at the Whitney
Museum of American Art in 1968. He received multiple accolades and
awards during his lifetime and in 1986 he represented the United States
at the Venice Biennale. A testament to his commitment to public spaces,
in 1985 Noguchi opened The Isamu Noguchi Garden Museum in Long Island
City, New York (now known as The Noguchi Museum) and today his legacy
lives on through the museum’s work. Noguchi died in 1988 at the age
of eighty-four.

J.B. Blunk

Important Redwood Table
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J.B. Blunk
Important Redwood table
USA, 1978
solid carved redwood burl
55 w × 38 d × 17 ¾ h in (140 × 97 × 45 cm)

Wright would like to thank Mariah Nielson for her assistance
in cataloging this work.
provenance
JF Chen, Los Angeles
Private Collection
$30,000 – 50,000

I began making wood sculpture in 1962.
I knew how to use a chainsaw and it
was one of those things — one day you
just start. J.B. Blunk

J.B. Blunk

Important Redwood Table

right J.B. Blunk, Rosanjin
Kitaoji and Isamu Noguchi
below Blunk and Noguchi
utilized positive and negative
space in their designs,
illustrated in Blunk’s
sculpture Hawk Arch as
well as Noguchi’s table,
model no. IN-62, c. 1948.

Open to the Sky and Spaces Sculpture and Design by J.B. Blunk

J.B. Blunk was a pioneer of chainsaw-driven sculpture and although
he worked across several mediums including clay, cast bronze,
carved stone, painting and jewelry, he achieved his primary success
as a woodworker. His work emerged from a counter-culture defined
by a distance between where artists lived and the centers of society.
The woods surrounding Blunk’s home and the materials he worked
with defined his premise that art and nature should be inseparable.

Plus Equals Minus, 1973
by Isamu Noguchi

The composition and scale of his creations rely heavily on the inherent
characteristics of the natural material he sourced and worked with. Blunk
ignored the traditional separation of furniture and sculpture and the issue
of art status was irrelevant; he worked without a conception of such fixed
categories. His attitude towards these classifications is reminiscent of
the Japanese indifference towards the distinction between art and craft.
And this is no coincidence, as Blunk’s career began in Japan. After
graduating from UCLA, where he had studied ceramics with Laura
Andreson, he was drafted into the Korean War which enabled leave visits
to Japan. There he hoped to meet the renowned Japanese potter, Shoji
Hamada whose work he had first seen in an exhibit at UCLA. In 1952,
he was rewarded with a chance encounter at a mingei (folk craft) shop
with Isamu Noguchi, the prominent sculptor. On hearing of his interests,
Noguchi introduced him to the famed potter Rosanjin Kitaoji, who took
on Blunk as an apprentice for several months. From there, he went on
to work for eighteen months in the ceramic studio of another National
Treasure, Toyo Kaneshige, in Bizen. By the time he returned to California
in 1954, he was thoroughly steeped in the Japanese stoneware tradition.

Noguchi and Blunk remained friends until Noguchi’s death in 1988.
Over the course of several decades, the two artists exchanged letters and
visited each other’s homes and studios. For an exhibition of Blunk’s work
in 1981, Noguchi aptly described the artist’s creative process: “I like to think
that the courage and independence J.B. has shown is typically Californian,
or at least Western, with a continent between to be free from the categories
that are called art. Here the links seem to me more to the open sky and
spaces, and the far reaches of time from where comes the burled stumps
of those great trees.”
Blunk’s deep commitment to the physical process of making and to how that
process might guide the final outcome is evident in both his large-scale wood
sculptures and furniture. He extracted from the material until a satisfying
form was realized. Working primarily with his hands, imperfections such
as wood burl or rocks were acknowledged and would often dictate the
composition and character of the final piece.

J.B. Blunk

I like to think that the courage and independence

Important Redwood Table

J.B. has shown is typically Californian, or at least
Western, with a continent between to be free from
the categories that are called art. Here the links seem
to me more to the open sky and spaces, and the far
reaches of time from where comes the burled stumps
of those great trees. Isamu Noguchi

J.B. Blunk 1926 – 2002
Artist J.B. Blunk began working with clay in 1952 in Japan. After meeting
Isamu Noguchi in a mingei (craft) shop Blunk was introduced to famed
potter Rosanjin Kitaoji, with whom he later apprenticed. After moving
to Northern California in 1958, he met, through Noguchi, the Surrealist
painter Gordon Onslow Ford, who encouraged Blunk’s creative development
and invited Blunk to build his own home and studio on land that ford owned.
Assembled from salvaged materials, Blunk made everything in the house
from the doors to the ceramic bowls and cups used for eating and drinking.
Blunk began working with wood in the early 1960s, first making stools
and small tables and eventually earning commissions for large-scale wood
environments and public works. Throughout his career, Blunk moved
seamlessly between different disciplines and media: ceramics, jewelry,
painting, weaving, furniture and sculpture.
Blunk has exhibited widely in Japan, Washington D.C., Los Angeles
and San Francisco. Recent exhibitions include a solo show at the Landing,
2015 and Blum & Poe in Los Angeles, 2010. His work was featured
in ‘Crafting Modernism’ at the Museum of Arts and Design, New York,
2011. Blunk’s work is included in the collections of the Oakland Museum
of California, San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, Museum of Arts
and Design, New York, Los Angeles County Museum of Art, and numerous
private collections.

Bernar Venet

Two Arcs of 213.5°
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Bernar Venet
Two Arcs of 213.5°
France, 1987
rolled steel
83 ½ h × 78 ½ w × 20 d in (212 × 199 × 51 cm)

Impressed to side of each arc: [213.5°].
provenance
Lemberg Gallery, Birmingham, MI
Private Collection, Michigan
Wright, Important Design, 18 May 2008, Lot 543
John R. Eckel, Jr., Houston
Wright, The Collection of John R. Eckel, Jr., 28 June 2011, Lot 127
Private Collection, London
$120,000 – 160,000

My sculpture is based on concepts
that appear to be divergent, but which
in the context of my activity organize
themselves in a complementary manner:
order and disorder, the determinate
and indeterminate. Bernar Venet
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Bernar Venet b. 1941
A master of many materials and mediums, Bernar Venet is among
the foremost French conceptual artists. Venet was born in Chateau-Arnoux,
France, in 1941. As a child, Venet loved to draw and paint. Venet went
to college at the Ecole Libre and Groupe Scolaire Paul Lapie, and later
completed a year of formal training at Municipal Art School of Nice.
After graduating, he was hired as the set designer of the Opera de Nice.
This was the beginning of Venet’s lifelong interest in music and dance,
and he would later compose, choreograph, and design the costumes
for the ballet Graduation.
Initially, Venet worked in the unique mediums of tar and coal starting in 1961.
For his Fetishist series, Venet smeared tar expressively across a canvas
and created loose mounds of coal. Transitioning from natural materials
to man-made assemblages, Venet sculpted relief pieces using cardboard.
In 1967, Venet moved to New York and collaborated with scientists at
Columbia University to fashion precise blueprints and theoretical drawings
as art. Inspired by the Minimalist movement, in 1979, Venet began to craft
monumental works in industrial materials. These seductive works have
a clear antecedent in the sculptures of Tony Smith, Donald Judd, and
Richard Serra. For his illustrious career in art, Venet has been awarded
the Chevalier de la Légion d’Honneur award, the Grand Prix des Arts
de la Ville de Paris, and most recently, the Lifetime Achievement Award
from the International Sculpture Center in February of 2016. His sculptures
have been exhibited at the Chateau de Versailles, the Venice Biennale,
and Documenta in Kassel.

Philip and Kelvin LaVerne

Rare and Important Bather’s Cabinet
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Philip and Kelvin LaVerne
Rare and Important Bather's cabinet
USA, c. 1968
acid-etched brass, enameled and patinated brass over pewter and wood
59 ¼ w × 15 ½ d × 32 ¼ h in (150 × 39 × 82 cm)

Cabinet features one door to each side concealing lacquered interior
with one drawer and two central doors revealing two adjustable
shelves. Etched signature to door face: [Philip + Kelvin LaVerne].
literature
Modern Americana: Studio Furniture From High Craft to High Glam,
Iovine and Merrill, ppg. 152, 158
$70,000 – 90,000

Philip and Kelvin LaVerne

Rare and Important Bather’s Cabinet
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Philip and Kelvin LaVerne

Methods and Influence in the Bather’s Cabinet

Philip and Kelvin LaVerne introduced a truly revolutionary
furniture aesthetic in the 1960s. With equal emphasis on material,
function and artistry, the LaVerne’s pioneering vision during
the vibrant period of postwar design established the duo as one
of the most sought after artisans of the time. Their distinctive
aesthetic to this day stands without parallel.

The present lot is from a rare series of motifs within the œuvre of the
artists inspired by renowned works of fine art as diverse as Picasso, Dali
and Michelangelo. These specialized subjects stand as a clear departure
from the Chinosserie, Egyptian and Etruscan motifs that dominated much
of the early work by the pair. Gone are the strict linear statements of the
earlier decorative schemes, in favor of complex figural expressions from
their artistic predecessors. From an early age, Philip was introduced to
the works of his highly artistic family alongside those of the modern and
contemporary visionaries. His father was a trained painter, who traveled
extensively painting murals in churches and synagogues throughout
the country.

Philip, alongside his son, Kelvin, pioneered a patination and artistic
technique that showcased equally their technical prowess and unique
aesthetic vision. Patinated bronze is a material that has existed in art
for centuries. The pair were inspired by the rich and vibrant colors that
ancient bronzes acquired through the natural aging process. However,
incorporating those acquired vivid hues in their own work presented
a significant challenge. After lengthy experimentation, they were able
to translate the brilliant colors attained in ancient bronze works in
a matter of six short weeks in a well-kept secret process.

Henri Matisse, Blue
Nude III, 1952

Located in New York, first on 57th Street and later Wooster Street,
the LaVernes gained local attention, and by the 1960s word spread
of the their idiosyncratic approach to furniture and their designs appeared
in a number of noteworthy private collections. Working primarily on
commission basis, even the most sought after motifs were executed
in editions of less than twelve works. Tables became the most frequently
ordered, and thus exist today in the greatest number. Case pieces, such
as the present lot, were produced in very limited numbers because of
the complexity of the structure and time required to produce the elaborate
artistic schemes. During the 1960s, works available by the LaVernes
ranged in price from a few hundred dollars into the thousands for the
more advanced expressions.

Paul Cezanne, The Large
Bathers, c. 1900-05

This lively cabinet with its detailed figural representation draws clear
visual parallels to paintings of modern masters, including Matisse and earlier
works by Cezanne. The myriad of voluminous bathers whether in repose
or action, relay a detailed sense of movement through outstretched arms
and legs, much like the dancers and bathers first explored by Matisse in 1909
and throughout his storied career. Matisse’s gouache-painted paper cut-out
entitled Blue Nude III from the permanent collection of the Musée National
d’Art Moderne, Centre Georges Pompidou, Paris shows distinct parallels
in the figure representation. The dramatic curved contours and segmented
rendering of the body convey a boldly active figure with significant three
dimensional weight and monumentality rendered in only two dimensions.
The essence of the form consists in a purification of elements creating
a statement of extreme clarity in shape and flawless choreography that
engage the viewer. Even Matisse’s recurrent saturated palette of vermillion,
cobalt blue and vivid green subjects are echoed in the same brilliant hues
of patina that delineate the figures in the cabinet. Looking at the door
panels, one is transported into the complex landscape of the motif by these
embracing figures.
The Bathers subject was particularly challenging for the LaVernes from
a technical perspective in both the decoration of the door panels and the
intricate patterning of the top surface. As a result, less than five examples
of the Bathers cabinet are known to exist. Complex in its execution, this
rare and extraordinary work is emblematic of the highly artistic time
in the LaVernes’ career which ultimately lead to some of the most unique
and expressive motifs executed by the pair.
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Philip LaVerne 1907 – 1987
Kelvin LaVerne b. 1937
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In the early twentieth century, Philip LaVerne immigrated to America
from Eastern Europe to become an artist. He worked in New York painting
murals and encouraged all of his children to pursue similar artistic
endeavors. His son Kelvin quickly followed in his father’s footsteps, and
would spend hours of his childhood reading books on art in the New York
Public Library. Opening their first studio in the 1950s on East 57th Street,
Philip and Kelvin began making sculptural works of furniture that, in the
words of Kelvin, were “functional art.” The father-and-son duo distinctively
chose to employ time-honored methods of craftsmanship to create their
designs. They became masters of a variety of techniques, including acidetching, cloisonné, and enamel work. However, the pair was most wellknown for the rich patinas and distinctive textures of their metal furniture,
characteristics achieved via a unique process that included burying their
designs in a concoction of imported soil and chemical compounds
and monitoring them carefully.
Philip and Kelvin created forms that combined art and design seamlessly.
They drew inspiration from a variety of sources that include Roman,
Etruscan, and Ancient Chinese but also more quotient sources, as Kelvin
recalls basing the designs for their famed Bathers cabinets on swimmers
he saw on Shelter Island in New York. Further, the two looked to the history
of art as well as works by their contemporaries for inspiration with patterns
based on works by Michelangelo, Picasso and even Matisse in their
impressive œuvre.
Due to restrictions placed on bronze smelting within city limits in the
1960s, the LaVernes moved their operation to a studio on Wooster Street.
Philip died in 1988, but their legacy lives on with Kelvin, who continues
to design and create furniture to this day.

Sido and François Thévenin Rare Bench
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Sido and François Thévenin
Rare bench
France, c. 1984
Sawaya & Moroni
wrought iron, leather, brass
95 ½ w × 16 d × 19 h in (243 × 41 × 48 cm)

Signed with branded designers' cipher to leather: [SF].
provenance
Private Collection, Paris
Private Collection
$30,000 – 40,000
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Sido and François Thévenin
Born in France in 1934, François Thévenin was a designer that favored
crafting detailed and organic pieces of furniture. As a teenager, Thévenin
studied at the Ecole des-Beaux Arts in Paris, later working as both a furniture
designer and an architect. Throughout his career, Thévenin would work on
commissions with his friend and colleague Jacques Couëlle. Couëlle was
known for creating houses that integrated into their natural surroundings,
designing his buildings to nestle into the landscape. Particularly for
Couëlle’s building Castellaras, which was a series of villas located in the
heart of the Cote d’Azur, Thévenin created tables, chairs, and also smaller
accents like door handles and banisters for the interiors. Thévenin mainly
worked in metal, and he favored the labor-intensive method of hand-forging.
This allowed him greater autonomy in the creation process, and it gave his
designs a distinctly sculptural quality. He additionally employed the ancient
technique of lost wax casting, which is a process of casting bronze from
a model. Working in lost wax casting meant that Thévenin could achieve
a greater range of artistic detailing, allowing him to design furniture with
surrealist qualities. Always thinking creatively, Thévenin would additionally
employ found objects like antique furniture or steel tanks to create his works.
François collaborated with his wife, Sido, on many of his furniture designs,
and the husband and wife team often co-signed their pieces. The pair often
worked outside to fully integrate their designs with the landscape.
This is evident in the earthly materials used in their work including
rich sinuous leather, and the hand-forged metal legs.

Ron Arad

Set of Three Unique and Custom Shelves from Bazaar, London
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Ron Arad
Set of three Unique and Custom shelves from Bazaar, London
United Kingdom, 1984
One Off
patinated and welded steel, glass
54 w × 16 ¼ d × 88 ½ h in (137 × 41 × 225 cm)

literature
Ron Arad: Restless Furniture, Sudjic, ppg. 88–89 discuss commission
Ron Arad, Sudjic, pg. 20 discusses commission

provenance
Bazaar, London
Private Collection, New York
Wright, Important 20th Century Design, 3 December 2006, Lot 243
Private Collection
$50,000 – 70,000

Everything that happened until four
o’clock yesterday is an influence. Ron Arad
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Ron Arad Brutalism and Beauty

Ron Arad simply defined his complex design ideology in one
succinct sentence: “I am creating beauty and exposing beauty
where it’s normally hidden.” In a maverick design career defined
by exuberance and radical transformations of material, each work’s
clearest statement is often in its function and the artist’s ability
to infuse movement into seemingly stationary materials. And then
Arad’s insatiable creativity is unleashed, and we as the viewer
are left to behold masterpieces only he could create.
One of Arad’s earliest works, the Rover chair, established the foundation
of his brash and bold design reputation we know today. Labelled at the
time as “creative salvage,” Arad expressed his designs with a roughness
communicated in the material selection and fabrication. In the design
of the Rover chair, the seat was literally salvaged from disposed parts found
in junk yards. Arad was able to see the creative potential in the discarded,
like many of his artistic predecessors.
Fittingly, it was the iconic Rover chair that began his relationship with the
fashion designer Jean-Paul Gaultier. In an often recalled story, Jean-Paul
Gaultier chanced into his studio in Covent Garden in search of these chairs
that would define Arad’s early aesthetic. So taken was Gaultier with the
Rover chairs, he commissioned Arad to design the interior of his shop
Bazaar in 1983. As one of Arad’s earliest and most significant commissions,
this project allowed for exploration of new forms and introduced even
more daring juxtapositions within his work.
The present lot is three unique and independent shelving units designed
for for Bazaar, Jean-Paul Gaultier’s famed fashion boutique. Arad, remaining
true to this architectural education, grounds these dynamic and expressive
forms with function, yet the materials imbue radicalness. Glass had been
a medium that Arad had explored in the early in his career and continued
to incorporate into various notable works in the 1990s. These shelves
encapsulated the raw and self-assured designs that epitomize Arad’s early
furniture explorations.

As a designer, Arad’s work continued to evolve as he sought new outlets
for his relentless creative energy to challenge. Arad left the confines of raw
steel to express an aesthetic that was further informed by technology and
possibilities in newer more pliable mediums. Where raw edges existed
in his early designs, Arad begins to explore the complex concept of curves
and arcs. For a designer fascinated with sharp edges and welds, the
experiments with elliptical shapes seem to be an even greater departure.
The Blo-Void 3 offered as lot 22 illustrates the fascination with materiality
and translation of the brash sense of movement that dominated Arad’s
designs in the 1990s. However, the incorporation of technological advances
and large scale production capabilities gave the artist a new vocabulary.
In the Blo-Void, a complex elliptical form was made possible with the
assistance of computer generated modelling. For five years, Arad
experimented with the Blo-Void subject introducing materials as varied
as aluminum, resin and carbon fiber to the form. The production technique
for this example was derived from an aerospace fabrication method that
utilized a pressurized mold to form the polished and reflective sides
from a super plastic alloy. The Blo-Void series marked the first time Arad
experimented with colors in his work, as he incorporated brilliant hues
in anodized aluminum to render the sides in contrast to the aluminum
mesh frame.
Arad stated early in his career that “every project is an excuse for producing
new artifacts.” And it is that insatiable creativity that has served as the
foundation for his lengthy design career. From his early brutalist experiments
in raw steel to the curvilinear forms of late, Arad challenges this design
community with his continued bold and innovative designs.

Ron Arad

Blo-Void 3
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Ron Arad
Blo-Void 3
United Kingdom/Netherlands, 2006
Gallery Mourmans
anodized aluminum, woven aluminum mesh
24 w × 50 d × 30 h in (61 × 127 × 76 cm)

This example is number 1 from the edition of 6.
Signed and numbered to lower edge: [Ron Arad 1/6].
literature
Furnish: Furniture and Interior Design for the 21st Century,
Klanten, Lovell and Meyer, pg. 235
Ron Arad: No Discipline, Antonelli and Safran Foer,
ppgs. 116–117 illustrate series

provenance
Acquired directly from the artist by the present owner
$60,000 – 80,000

Ron Arad b. 1951
Ron Arad was born in Tel Aviv in 1951 and attended the Bezalel Academy
of Arts and Design in Jerusalem from 1971-1973. He moved to London
to attend the Architectural Association, encountering a creative environment
that emphasized ideas over technique. Inspired by Gaetano Pesce, Arad
became interested in using industrial materials in domestic settings.
He co-founded his London design studio and workshop, One-Off with
Caroline Thorman in 1981. That same year, Arad created his seminal Rover
chairs made with scavenged materials. Throughout the 1980s, Arad explored
the possibilities of sheet steel, opting to shape and alter it by hand, imparting
a distinctive rough finish that would become a signature of his work.
From 1997-2009, Arad was the head of the Design Product Department
at the Royal College of Art in London. In 2008, Ron Arad Architects was
established. Two years later, the Design Museum in Holon, Israel was
completed to much international acclaim. Along with his studio work,
Arad has also produced a number of designs for companies including
Vitra, Alessi and Cassina among many more.

Fontana Arte

Rare and Important Mirror
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Fontana Arte
Rare and Important mirror
Italy, c. 1950
Luigi Fontana & C./Fontana Arte
textured and cut crystal, mirrored glass, brass
23 ¾ w × 1 ½ d × 27 ½ h in (60 × 4 × 70 cm)

Signed with applied manufacturer’s label to reverse:
[Galvanit Fontana Italy Registrato Luigi Fontana &
C - S.P.A. Milano Torino Genova Cantu Messina].
literature
Domus, December 1957, no. 337, unpaginated
Domus, September 1958, no. 346, unpaginated, illustrated
in period Fontana Arte advertisement

provenance
Private Collection
$20,000 – 30,000

Fontana Arte

Set of samples of colored
mirrored glass used by
Fontana Arte, 1950s

Rare and Important Mirror

A History of Aesthetic Innovation at Fontana Arte

The extraordinary quality of form, color and production
associated with Fontana Arte is exemplified by this sequence
of three masterworks: a cocktail table with deep aquamarine crystal,
an occasional table with vivid green concave crystal with engraved
leaf and an extraordinary mirror in bright pink crystal. Fontana Arte
has an impressive lineage of art directors and artisans who developed
some of the most strikingly novel applied art of the twentieth
century. The names Gio Ponti, Pietro Chiesa and Max Ingrand are
all synonymous with Fontana Arte, and directors of the firm at key
moments in its history: Ponti was invited to be art director in 1931,
Chiesa was appointed in 1934, and Ingrand appointed after the war
years in 1954. They all contributed an enormous amount of talent
and expertise in glassmaking and design innovation to the design
firm, and the company benefitted greatly by such talented designers,
bringing the firm international recognition.
The combination of Chiesa’s creative vision as director of the company,
and Fontana Arte’s extraordinary technical production techniques led
to the creation of iconic designs in furniture, including two of the present
lots. Gio Ponti’s term Italianità, (“Italianity” or “Italianness”) was famously
exemplified by Chiesa’s design approach marked by an attention to classical
forms, sophisticated craftsmanship, and cutting-edge technology.

Max Ingrand, prototype
ceiling lamp with colored
glass, c. 1955; detail
of present lot

The saber-legged cocktail table with mirrored glass top is executed
with great technical skill and demonstrates the company’s technological
advancements in glass production as well as fine woodworking. The flared
saber-leg form is evocative of designs from classical antiquity, namely
ancient Greek furniture and the Klismos chair developed in the 5th century
CE. The delicately engraved leaf motif of the occasional table harks back
to ornamentation associated with classical plasterwork or naturalistic
architectural friezes. Chiesa’s furniture and lighting designs for Fontana
Arte in the 1930s and 1940s were strikingly innovative and he developed
a body of work including hundreds of designs for furniture, lighting, and
decorative elements at a time when Italy experienced significant changes
in production models away from craft toward highly industrialized methods
of production.

With the use of vibrant blue mirrored glass and vivid green in the tables,
Chiesa introduced what became two of the firm’s signature colors. The rarity
of the colors today speaks to their luxury. The intensely radiant pink glass
in the present mirror also references this association with innovative colors
and developing iconic glass recipes to achieve an even broader range
of vibrant hues.

Chiesa’s use of mirrored glass in the design
recalls historic discourses of mimesis
and glass production; the use of mirrored
surfaces can be read as an application
of philosophical liminality, or in-between
planes of existence, evoked through the
mimetic, concave surface of the material.

Ingrand, who was deeply inspired by the medieval period and the communal
efforts of historical craft guilds, placed primary importance on the symbiosis
of quality craftsmanship and technical innovation. As the successive creative
director of Fontana Arte to Chiesa, his design approach also took inspiration
from classical motifs viewed through a modern eye. The present design
in transparent pink with geometric triangular facet-cut decoration has been
attributed to Ingrand, however this example features a Luigi Fontana & C.
label, dating the work to the late 1940s or early 1950s, predating Ingrand’s
tenure at Fontana Arte.
Chiesa’s parallel interest in historical motifs related to his career
of glassmaking and design, a field that was considered a significant
point of national identity in Italy. Chiesa’s use of mirrored glass in the design
recalls historic discourses of mimesis and glass production; the use
of mirrored surfaces can be read as an application of philosophical liminality,
or in-between planes of existence, evoked through the mimetic, concave
surface of the material. This table with classic line and proportion, and
precision of the mirrored glass make this work an absolute masterpiece,
redolent of high modernism.
Writing for Realtà in 1931, Chiesa pinpointed the significance of aesthetic
innovation that was integral to the notion of progressive design. These
ideas were embodied by the environment of Fontana Arte, namely that
“art is creation, art is progress, art is to overturn the canon deemed certain,
it is to achieve a new combination, unseen, and to reveal an unknown
sensibility, and to substitute, for a belief in today, a belief in tomorrow.”

Pietro Chiesa

Rare Occasional Table
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Pietro Chiesa
Rare occasional table
Italy, c. 1936
Fontana Arte
etched and mirrored crystal, lacquered wood
20 ½ dia × 17 ¾ h in (52 × 45 cm)

literature
Arredamento, Ulrich, fig. 9
Fontana Arte: Gio Ponti, Pietro Chiesa, Max Ingrand, Deboni, fig. 158

provenance
Private Collection, Milan
$7,000 – 9,000

Pietro Chiesa occasional
table illustrated in
Arredamento, c.1936
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Pietro Chiesa 1892 – 1948
Born in Milan in 1892, Pietro Chiesa initially studied to become a lawyer.
Later deciding that law wasn’t for him, he gravitated towards decorative
arts and was first introduced to interior design and glass making while
serving as an apprentice to Giovanni Battista Gianotti. Deciding to focus
on his beloved medium of glass, Chiesa opened his own studio in 1921.
He created smaller, leaded glass creations for both private homes and
larger public projects, designing windows for the Trieste Stock Exchange,
and for the ocean liners Victoria, and the Conte di Savoia. Success followed
Chiesa, and he was invited to represent Italy in the Paris World’s Fair
of 1925 and participated in both the Venice Biennale and the Monza
Biennale. In 1927, Chiesa joined his friend Gio Ponti, and fellow Italian
designers Emilio Lancia, Tomaso Buzzi, and Paolo Venini, to form the
furniture company Arredamenti, later renamed Il Labirinto. In 1933, Chiesa
was asked by Gio Ponti to join Fontana Arte as artistic director. Chiesa,
placed a special focus on the production of glass products at Fontana Arte,
designing over a thousand different decorative objects, lighting designs,
and furniture. In 1946, production at Fontana Arte halted temporarily due
to a lack of raw materials and regulations against companies that did not
support the war effort. Chiesa died after the war ended in 1948 in Paris.

Pietro Chiesa

Rare Cocktail Table
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Pietro Chiesa
Rare cocktail table
Italy, c. 1936
Fontana Arte
mirrored crystal, stained mahogany,
45 w × 27 ½ d × 20 ¾ h in (114 × 70 × 53 cm)

Impressed mark to base: [FX].
literature
Arredamento, Ulrich, fig. 1 illustrates similar example

provenance
Private Collection, Milan
$10,000 – 15,000

Writing for Realtà in 1931, Chiesa pinpointed
the significance of aesthetic innovation that
was integral to the notion of progressive design.
These ideas were embodied by the environment
of Fontana Arte, namely that “art is creation,
art is progress, art is to overturn the canon
deemed certain, it is to achieve a new combination,
unseen, and to reveal an unknown sensibility,
and to substitute, for a belief in today, a belief
in tomorrow.”

Gio Ponti and Erwin Walter Burger Rare Mirror with Console
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Gio Ponti and Erwin Walter Burger
Rare mirror with console
c. 1946
Fontana Arte
reverse etched and painted St. Gobain glass, mirrored glass, brass
30 w × 6 d × 42 h in (76 × 15 × 107 cm)

Collaboration between designers and artists is a tradition which
began at Fontana Arte in the 1930s. Erwin Burger’s tenure at Fontana
Arte began under the direction of Pietro Chiesa and continued with
Gio Ponti in the 1940s. This rare, reverse-painted glass mirror and
console laid the groundwork for the highly successful and creative
collaboration of Max Ingrand and Dulio Barnabe in the 1950s.
Signed with applied foil manufacturer's label to mirror: [fa Cristallo
St. Gobain]. Signed with decal label to console: [Kunstglas Burger].
Sold with a certificate of expertise from the Gio Ponti Archives.
$30,000 – 50,000
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Gio Ponti 1890 – 1979
Gio Ponti excelled at painting as a child and expressed a fervent interest
in the arts. Feeling that a career in architecture was preferable to that
of a painter, Ponti’s parents encouraged him to pursue the former and
in 1914 he enrolled at the Faculty of Architecture at the Politecnico
di Milano. His studies were interrupted by war, and in 1915 he was forced
to postpone his education. He served as a captain in the Pontonier Corps
until 1919, earning multiple military honors. After graduating in 1921, Ponti
married Giulia Vimercati, the daughter of local aristocracy and started
an architecture firm. During this time, Ponti aligned himself with the neoclassical movement, Novecento and championed a revival of the arts and
culture. In 1928, Ponti founded Domus, a periodical tailored to artists and
designers, as well as the broader public. A shift occurred in the 1930s when
Ponti took up a teaching post at his alma mater, the Politecnico di Milano.
In search of new methods to express Italian modernity, Ponti distanced
himself from the sentiments of Novecento and sought to reconcile art
and industry. Together with the engineers, Eugenio Soncini and Antonio
Fornaroli, Ponti enjoyed great success in the industrial sector, securing
various commissions throughout Italy. In the 1950s, he gained international
fame with the design of the Pirelli Tower in Milan and he was asked
to be a part of the urban renewal of Baghdad, collaborating with top
architects from around the world. His 1957 book, Amate l’architettura,
is considered to be a microcosm of his work — an incredible legacy
spanning art, architecture, industrial design, publishing and academia.

Piero Fornasetti

Fiori Nella Notte Cabinet
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Piero Fornasetti
Fiori nella notte cabinet
Italy, 1955/c. 1975
hand-painted and lithographic transfer-printed wood, brass
39 ¾ w × 22 d × 32 ½ h in (101 × 56 × 83 cm)

Cabinet features three drawers. Signed with applied
metal manufacturer’s label to drawer: [Fornasetti Milano].
This work has been reviewed by Barnaba Fornasetti.
literature
Fornasetti: The Complete Universe, Fornasetti et al., pg. 373, fig. 93

provenance
Private Collection, Como, Italy
Acquired circa 1985 by the present owner
$30,000 – 40,000

Piero Fornasetti

Fiori Nella Notte Cabinet
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Ars Longa, Vita Brevis

Still life painting can be traced to the ancient frescoes and mosaics
of Greece and Rome, but the modern lineage began with Caravaggio’s
Canestra di Frutta of 1599. Caravaggio depicted the foliage and fruit
in this painting in a less than ideal way, and it has been interpreted
as a metaphor for the church whose doctrine was showing the decay
of age. The realistic depiction of fruit and foliage in a tromp l’oeil
manner spurred innovations in painting from Madrid to Amsterdam.
However, it is the Dutch artists of the 17th century who created
a truly independent genre of still life painting.
Ubiquitous still life images of abundant flowers are seen today as the most
conventional mode of painting, but a dissection of its history and influence
reveals a great deal beyond pure aesthetic beauty or artifice. Bouquets
of flowers emerged in Northern European painting, namely Flemish and
Dutch circles, in the first quarter of the 17th century as symbols of prosperity.
At this time, a merchant class emerges as the first consumer society
in Europe, with great wealth being drawn in from all corners of the globe.
Along with treasured spices and porcelain, explorers and tradesmen brought
exotic plants and flowers, which were often coveted and valued as richly
as gemstones. The monied class commissioned pictures by artists such
as Jan Brueghel the Elder and his peers, both to celebrate this bounty but
also to remind them of the brevity of life and the transience of its beauty.
Paintings of flowers prolonged the experience of nature, sustaining pleasure
indefinitely through seasons or years.

Piero Fornasetti, Il
fazzoletto del “Times”,
silk foulard, 1950;
Piero Fornasetti,
Bella donna imperiale,
proof print on handcolored paper, 1948

The depiction of earthly pleasures and abundance were refined for
a cultured audience. Still life pictures by Ambrosius Bosschaert and his
circle show a dynamic symmetry in the compositions and scientific accuracy
in the depiction of each blossom, but the pictures represent a dreamlike
impossibility and the images were pure fantasy. Contrary to the warty
truths depicted by Caravaggio, Dutch painters created a world where
every flower is shown at the peak of its bloom, a venerable fireworks display
where the first blossoms of spring coexist with the hearty petals of late
summer. Following Caravaggio, these sensual displays emerge from pure
darkness in these paintings, with hot pink and white forming a jeweled
counterpoint to the black that is waiting to retake the scene once the flowers
wilt and die. And in this dichotomy, there is a lesson for these morally
conscious rich: death is always near, and what is given can easily be taken
away. Ars longa, vita brevis: art is long, life is short.

For collectors of the wealthy class, these pictures were not just pure
fantasy or a proxy for the church, these images also reflected the
developments in science and philosophy which is steeped in a reverence
for nature. Scientifically accurate depictions of flowers would accompany
live specimens from their gardens, existing alongside botanical prints
and books of poetry in elite homes. Each flower would not only be cultivated
for its form and color, but for its perceived symbolic properties. Lillies
are purity, tulips represent love, amaryllis is pride and roses desire.
It is the symbolism of flowers that pervaded art in subsequent centuries
of art history. In the 19th century, the Pre-Raphaelite artists used the
abundance of nature as chief source of inspiration as well as a backdrop
for allegory. The richness of paint emerging from darkness or drawn over
pure white presented effects of color that allow eyes to wander within
a matrix of intense color. In Victorian times, flowers are seen as a language
of love, but also as coded messages that could not otherwise be spoken
aloud in a conservative and proper society. Floriography, or the language
of flowers, flourished in England and the United States in the 19th century.
Floral arrangements were often seen as coded messages and would
even have charged sexual undertones.

Vase of Flowers, Jan
Brueghel the Elder,
c. 1599

Following Caravaggio, these sensual displays emerge
from pure darkness in these paintings, with hot pink
and white forming a jeweled counterpoint to the black
that is waiting to retake the scene once the flowers
wilt and die. And in this dichotomy, there is a lesson
for these morally conscious rich: death is always near,
and what is given can easily be taken away. Ars longa,
vita brevis: art is long, life is short.

In fact, it seems that when I was a child
I asked a neighbor woman not for sweets or toys,
but for a box, and perhaps that is how my interest
in compact shapes came into being. In fact,
the objects that I have created over forty years,
even if their decorations overflow with imagination,
are all tied to extremely simple and clean shapes.
Piero Fornasetti

In the late Victorian Era and into the 20th century, floral themes in design
flourished. Under the encouragement of John Ruskin in England, Arts
and Crafts crystalized into a movement. Pattern derived from flowers and
applied floral motifs were central to designers and architects across Europe
including William Morris, Charles Rennie Mackintosh and Otto Wagner.
The application of pattern and ornament enhanced and embellished
buildings and interiors, but it also set the groundwork for a departure and
for the formulation of a universal approach to design, which came to be
known as Modernism. With forebearers in Austria like Adolf Loos and Le
Corbusier in France, a simplification of form to its geometric essence gained
ground across the globe, and a new universal language in art and design
without ornament or applied decoration took hold.

A Still Life of Flowers,
Ambrosius Bosschaert
the Elder, 1614

As a growing field of Modernist architects and designers applied
broad principles as outlined in Le Corbusier’s treatises and by principles
espoused at the Bauhaus, personal idiosyncrasies and regional styles
vanished. To the benefit of global uniformity, individual expression was
frowned upon. Few designers in the years surrounding World War II saw
the creative and expressive potential of pattern and decoration in design.
Piero Fornasetti stands alone among designers of the 20th century who
found inspiration from all periods and styles that came before him, from
Neo-Classicism to Modernism. By removing any idealistic barriers, a true
artist emerged with a boundless energy able to contribute greatly to the
history of design and interior decoration of the last 100 years. In the Fiori
della notte (Flowers in the night) series, Fornasetti creates furniture that
acts as a backdrop, a stage set, for living. Fornasetti takes the ubiquitous
painted bouquet of flowers, which throughout art history was shown
arranged on top of tables or other furniture, and applies instead it directly
to surfaces of his creations. The effect is as theatrical as it is surreal.
Now, the painted image exists in the dimensional space of the user
and its perpetual bloom, with its poetic nostalgia and its sensual delights,
can exist in suspended animation forever.

Piero Fornasetti

Corona Di Fiori Mirror
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Piero Fornasetti
Corona di fiori mirror
Italy, c. 1955
Fornasetti Milano
lithographic transfer-printed lacquered wood
with hand coloring, mirrored glass
18 ¾ dia × 1 d in (48 × 3 cm)

Signed with decal manufacturer’s label to underside:
[Fornasetti Milano Made in Italy]. This work has been
reviewed by Barnaba Fornasetti.
literature
Fornasetti: The Complete Universe, Fornasetti et al., pg. 300, fig. 49

provenance
Private Collection, Como, Italy
Private Collection
$5,000 – 7,000

Detail from the Arnolfini
Portrait, Jan van Eyck, 1434
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Piero Fornasetti 1913 – 1988
Piero Fornasetti was born in Milan in 1913 and he grew up with an insatiable
desire to draw anything and everything. He won a seat at the Accademia
di Belle Arti di Brera in Milan, but was promptly expelled; his creative
spirit did not match the harsh discipline of the academy. He forayed into
the realm of fashion and began designing silk scarves with his soon-to-be
signature motifs of roman ruins, suns, and flowers. In his furniture designs,
Fornasetti worked in an incredible range of materials to create a dizzying
array of decorative arts imbued with both wit and theatricality. Struck with
the beauty of the famed Italian opera star Lina Cavalieri, Fornasetti created
an entire series called “Themes and Variations” with more than 300 versions
of Cavalieri’s face. With tongue in cheek irony, Fornasetti depicted Cavalieri
in a variety of guises ranging from the humorous to the surreal. In 1959,
Fornasetti won the Neiman Marcus award for his significant contributions
to the field of fashion, joining the ranks of Yves Saint Laurent and Coco
Chanel. Fornasetti died in 1988, leaving behind thousands of imaginative
designs and forever changing the field of Italian decorative arts.

The canons and orders taught me rigor, a love
of symmetry and balance, and—if it can be said
in these times of such barbarous return to barbarity—
a love of harmony. I merely repurposed them in
simple and clear structures, wedding decoration
to form. Piero Fornasetti

Franco Albini

29
Franco Albini
lounge chair, model Ca 832
Italy, 1946
Cassina
original custom upholstery, fruitwood
25 ½ w × 31 d × 33 ½ h in (65 × 79 × 85 cm)

literature
Repertorio 1950–1980, Gramigna, pg. 54

provenance
Private Collection, Como, Italy
Private Collection
$7,000 – 9,000

Lounge Chair, Model Ca 832

Franco Albini

Lounge Chair, Model Ca 832

Franco Albini 1905 – 1977
Franco Albini was born in 1905 in Brianza, Italy. Albini’s first formal training
began in college, when he attended the Politecnico di Milano. He studied
architecture and engineering under Gio Ponti. Impressed by his young
student’s talent, Ponti hired Albini to work for his firm which Ponti started
with fellow architect Emilio Lancia. During this time, Albini immersed himself
in the Modernist movement, traveling to Barcelona where he was exposed
to the work of Ludwig Mies van der Rohe through the Barcelona pavilion,
and meeting Le Corbusier at his studio in Paris. Albini was greatly influenced
by Le Corbusier’s commitment to solving architectural problems and he
started his own studio in 1930, collaborating with noted architect Franca
Helg on numerous designs. A follower of Rationalism, Albini rejected
traditionalism and wanted to create buildings with efficiency of space
and with function as a primary concern.
Albini also began to collaborate with firms to create furniture, glass,
and lighting. In his furniture designs, Albini sought to create functional
furniture for the modern world. His works range from creative explorations
of new materials, such as tubular steel in his Fiorenza armchair, to his unique
utilization of the time-honored technique of basket weaving in his Gala
Basket armchair. He worked mostly with Italian manufacturers, including
Arteluce, Artemide, and Artflex. Albini’s work also had an international
appeal, as several of his pieces were produced by Knoll and distributed
by Singer & Sons in the United States. Albini died in 1977, leaving behind
an impressive œuvre of work that is held in the permanent collections
of the Museum of Modern Art, New York and the Victoria and Albert
Museum, London.

Osvaldo Borsani

Unique Cabinet
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Osvaldo Borsani
Unique cabinet
Italy, 1949
Arredamenti Borsani
mahogany, maple, lapis lazuli, brass
106 ½ w × 19 ¼ d × 39 ¾ h in (271 × 49 × 101 cm)

Cabinet features six doors concealing three compartments;
two outer compartments house adjustable shelving and central
compartment features ten drawers. Signed with applied metal
manufacturer's label to interior: [Arredamenti Borsani Varedo
Milano]. Sold with a certificate of authenticity from the Archivio
Osvaldo Borsani and photocopy of original measured drawings.
provenance
Acquired directly from the original owner by the present owner
$30,000 – 50,000

Measurement drawings
of the present cabinet
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Osvalso Borsani 1911 – 1985
His thoughts achieved immediate concreteness
in his effortless and confident lines, which were
delightful for their clarity and synthesis.
Valeria Borsani

Designer Osvaldo Borsani was born in Switzerland in 1911. As a teenager,
Borsani studied architecture at the Politecnico di Milano. When he was just
twenty two years old, he was awarded the silver medal for his modernist
Little House design at the Triennial Exhibition of Milan. Borsani and his twin
brother, Fulgrenzio, whom he worked with throughout his career, founded
the company Tecno in 1953.
Wanting to utilize innovative means of production, Borsani strove to design
furniture that was comfortable and yet cutting edge. The firm first exhibited
at the 10th Milan Triennial Exhibition, where his designs were displayed
inside of a futuristic Buckminster Fuller dome. Borsani’s design for a divanbed won an honorable mention; fellow exhibitors included Charles and Ray
Eames, Marco Zanuso, and Carlo de Carli. One of the most lauded pieces
of furniture manufactured by Tecno was the P40 adjustable armchair,
a chair that has more than 450 positions. Created in 1955, the P40 was
constructed out of rubber and foam, innovative materials that made the chair
flexible. However, Tecno’s most popular line was the Graphis office furniture.
In addition to mass-market furniture, the Borsanis completed numerous
commissions and custom interiors. In 1962, Osvaldo received the coveted
Golden Compass Award for his contributions to the field of Italian industrial
design. In 1969, Osvaldo founded of the Tecno Designs Centre, which
allowed groups of designers to collaboratively design Tecno products,
with Osvaldo overseeing.

Paavo Tynell

Rare and Exceptional Chandelier
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Paavo Tynell
Rare and Exceptional chandelier
Finland, c. 1950
Taito OY
perforated and enameled brass
32 dia × 44 h in (81 × 112 cm)

literature
Paavo Tynell ja Taito Oy, Aav, pg. 103 illustrates related form

provenance
Private Collection, Austin, TX
$50,000 – 70,000
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Lamp production at
the Vilhovuorenkadun
workshop in the late
1940s; Tynell pictured
in LIFE magazine,
December 12, 1960

Paavo Tynell

Rare and Exceptional Chandelier

Paavo Tynell 1890 – 1973
Finnish designer Paavo Tynell first encountered metalwork as a teenager
when apprenticing to become a blacksmith. Possessing a natural talent
for manipulating metals, Tynell began working for Koru Oy, the famed
Finnish metalsmith company. Perfecting the techniques of metal finishes,
he was awarded the title of master craftsman in 1913. Moving from metalwork
to jewelry, Tynell proved skillful in making delicate pieces; he designed
and crafted the wedding rings of his friends and fellow designers, Alvar
and Aino Mandelin Aalto.

Finland House
Showroom, New York,
circa 1948

Noticing a need for designed metalwork in Finland, Tynell founded his own
company Taito Oy Ab in 1918. At first the company focused on interior and
exterior metalwork, but later moved on to creating creative lamp designs
in the 1930s. Tynell was responsible for a majority of the company’s designs
but Taito Oy also featured the work of emerging designers like Kaj Franck
and Alvar Aalto. Working with Aalto and his company Artek, Tynell designed
the lighting for many buildings and interiors by Aalto, including the Paimio
Sanatorium, the Savoy Restaurant, and the Viipuri Library.
Tynell’s designs are marked by a delicacy and softness that reveals
his background in fine jewelry. His most famous forms in lighting echo
the structures of nature; he adroitly created colorful lighting designs with
details like leafs, twining vines, and swirling snowflakes. In 1947, Tynell
worked with the Finland House, a design atelier in New York that showcased
the work of Finnish designers and craftspeople. Tynell’s work was a hit in
New York, he began creating lighting designs for the American companies
Lightcraft and Lightolier and in 1955 he designed the lighting for the United
Nations Secretary General’s Office in the United Nations building.
Tynell died in 1973, in Helsinki, Finland.

Jean Després

Unique Tea Service
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Jean Després
Unique tea service
France, c. 1935
martelé silver, rosewood
8 ¾ w × 3 d × 8 h in (22 × 8 × 20 cm)

Service includes teapot, sugar bowl and creamer.
Incised signature and hallmarks to underside: [J. Després].
provenance
Private Collection, Paris
Private Collection
$30,000 – 40,000
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Purity of Line French Silver in the 1930s

Jean Després designs in silver have become a symbol of the
conceptual artistic capabilities within the medium and an icon for
the design aesthetic explored in European Modernism of the 1930s.
His complex works encapsulated a generation’s ethics of design
in the stark geometric forms informed by the graceful simplicity
of the handcrafted luxurious materials of their predecessors.
Jean Després loathed ‘non-functional art.’ Born and raised in Burgundy
during the height of Art Nouveau and Art Deco design, the artist understood
the tableware tradition of his native region. Food and drink were an
integral part of the culture, and that attention to function and use is clear
in Després’ design.
The radical evolution seen in French decorative arts in the 1930s
was equally marked in the medium of silver. With increased availability
and the decreased cost of silver in the immediate post WWI era, artisans
began to return to the medium after many years spent executing works
alternatively in pewter. As early as the 1925 Exposition of Arts Décoratifs
in Paris, silver works were transforming into a more modern aesthetic,
leaving behind the ornamentation that had dominated the early 20th century
period. Lead by artists such as Jean Puiforcat and Jean Després, changes
became even more widespread in the 1930s.
Silversmiths, like many other artisans of the 1930s, were heavily
influenced by the Cubist ideology that was changing the fine arts world
around them. In Després’ work of the first half of the 1930s one begins
to see emergent aesthetic transformations that reflect the en vogue artistic
concepts of the decade. His silver was dominated by the interplay of flat
surfaces and strict angularity. It is also during the late 1920s and early
1930s that Després began to introduce other materials in his inventive
silver designs, such as exotic woods and ivory that further added to the
richness of his aesthetic.

By the 1937 Exposition Internationale des Arts et Techniques dans
la Moderne in Paris, Deprés had again experienced a further evolution
in his silver designs. At this venue his works showed a renewed interested
in rounded shaping and combined the hand-hammered and spherical
design elements that would dominate his most mature designs for the
next decade. The catalogue for the silver portion of the 1937 exhibition
announced this altered aesthetic by stating “Cubism, which had killed
off the art of the chisel, has now died in its own turn.”
The present lots are extraordinary examples of Després’ experimentation
in this evolutionary 1930s period in silver. Després was a highly skilled
silversmith and the subtleties and perfection in form achieved in these
pieces are a testament to his mastery of the medium. There is a clear
linearity and purity of line that dominate and is elegantly contrasted
by the martèle finish reminding the viewing of the handcrafted detailing
of this work. Each of the elements of the tea service is boldly bisected
by rigid geometric planes that make clear the Cubist influence and show
equal attention to both the vertical and horizontal planes. Continuing
the bold contrasts are the circular forms selected for the finials that offset
the angularity achieved in the body of each of the service pieces. Després
introduced a richly figured rosewood in the handles of the teapot that
heightened the luxurious undertones relayed within the medium, and
provided the necessary insulation for use. Each element expresses
a number of beautiful juxtapositions, none more significant than that
of a finite material and infinite viewer through reflection and undulation.
These designs are severely simple, yet relay a nobility and vibrancy
in their sophisticated detailing.
Jean Després’ works in silver are extraordinary objects that encapsulate
his unique and stylish vision. There is an achievement of elegant simplicity
only possible in the works of true master craftsman. In its volume there
is a harmony, and in its execution there is perfection. The purity of line
and dynamic form express the modernity in these intricate objects
of functionality.

Jean Després
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Jean Després
Unique bonbonnière
France, c. 1935
martelé silver
5 ¾ w × 8 ½ d × 2 ¼ h in (15 × 22 × 6 cm)

Incised hallmarks to underside.
provenance
Private Collection, Paris
Private Collection
$15,000 – 20,000

Unique Bonbonnière
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Jean Després 1889 – 1980
Jean Després was born in Avallon, France, in 1889. He was first exposed
to the field of jewelry through his parents, who sold jewelry and fashionable
goods at their family business. As a teenager, Després was interested
in both metalsmithing and drawing. He completed an apprenticeship with
a silversmith, but also took informal drawing classes in Paris. Through
his interest in art, he began to form friendships with the leading Modernist
artists, including Amedeo Modigliani, Pablo Picasso, and Georges Braque.
Drafted into the army at the start of World War I in 1914, Després put his
drawing skills to use by working as a draftsman drawing airplane parts.
Post-war, Després combined the machine aesthetics he encountered
as a draftsman with the meticulous handcraft of silversmithing, creating
intensely avant-garde pieces of jewelry. Always innovative, Després
collaborated with other artists to introduce new mediums into his work,
even creating a series of jewelry that incorporated ceramic pieces
by Jean Mayodon.
Starting in 1925, Després began exhibiting his work publicly at Salons.
Most notably, his work was on display at the famed International Exhibition
of Modern Decorative and Industrial Arts, which introduced French
decorative arts and the Art Deco style to an international audience.
In the 1920s and 1930s. Després began to branch out into the creation
of flatware and tableware in the mediums of gold, silver, and pewter.
These silverworks are heavily architectural in scope, and are reminiscent
of the buildings of the Art Deco period. In the 1940s and 1950s, Després
experimented with new forms in silver, developing a line incorporating
a linked chain pattern known as “gormette.” Després died in 1980, leaving
behind an enormous body of work that was amassed and admired by many
collectors, including Andy Warhol, Rose Adler, and Josephine Baker.

Roberto Gabetti and Aimaro Isola Custom Vanity from Casa Minola, Turin
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Roberto Gabetti and Aimaro Isola
Custom vanity from Casa Minola, Turin
Italy, 1963
Colli
padauk, mirrored glass, laminate, brass
42 ½ w × 22 d × 49 h in (108 × 56 × 124 cm)

Vanity features three drawers and two adjustable
ovoid mirrors flanking a fixed circular mirror.
literature
Gabetti e Isola Mobili: 1950–1970, Ferrari, pg. 66 illustrates this example
Interni, no. 14, February 1968, illustrates this example in situ

provenance
Casa Minola, Turin
Private Collection
$10,000 – 15,000

For us designing furniture is continuous
experience, equal to that of making homes:
almost an immediate verification of
aspirations, and of research. An experience
that we do not consider at all secondary:
a way to have links with life. Gabetti and Isola

Roberto Gabetti and Aimaro Isola Custom Vanity from Casa Minola, Turin

Process, Function and Shape

above The present
lot picutred in situ in
Interni magazine, 1968
left Gabetti and Isola
Tacolo de Taeletta vanity,
produced by ARBO, 1970

Neoliberty in the Italian Home
by Alberto Serra

In the mid 1950s a group of young architects from Turin and Milan
began to question the dominant trends in architecture and design.
Among them Gabetti and Isola, Vittorio Gregotti, Aldo Rossi and
Gae Aulenti. It’s not a violent reaction but an inspiration, a proposal
more than a movement, against the values carried by rationalism
and International Style. The importance of history matters and
the attention to shape combined with execution, quality, and the
importance of a connection with the end user are the new values.
This goes beyond a standard and aseptic industrial product and the
design of interiors “…similar to the showroom of a furniture shop”
which is a total reversal of the sequence: process, function and shape.
Roberto Gabetti and Aimaro Oreglia d’Isola met among the drawing
tables at the University of Architecture in Turin. Both men were raised
in Turin where they met two ‘maestri’ who would profoundly mark their
beginnings as architects.
Giovanni Muzio was a Milanese architect who opened an architecture
office in the 1920s with Gio Ponti and Emilio Lancia . Muzio was the author
of the Cà Brutta, the icon of a new classical language in Italy’s architecture,
and of Palazzo dell’Arte, about the building of the Triennale. He taught
his students about modernity by looking back on tradition as a model
of balance and Italian authenticity, and how to connect rigorous design
to craftsmanship.
The second profound influence on Gabetti and Isola was Torinise architect
Carlo Mollino. Mollino embodies a typical Torinese intellectual vision, free
from international conventions and proud of an independent cultural identity.
As Professor of Interior Design and Decoration, he taught his students
a vision of interiors as set design, where every single element participates
at the mise-en-scène of a landscape tuned to the client’s character.

Gabetti and Isola soon attracted attention with the Borsa Valori
and Bottega d’Erasmo buildings in Turin; the latter has been the cause
of an international debate leading to the definition, often misunderstood,
of Neoliberty. In both projects they use exceptional sensibility and care
in both design and creation, from the building itself to the furniture design
and details in accordance with the idea of “total decor” similar to the
philosophy of Henry van de Velde and the Wiener Werkstätte. Their pieces
of furniture, when addressed to private interiors, do not look for an instant
effect or easy opulence, but rather a balanced cosiness and refinement
in composition and materials.
In February 1968, Interni magazine published an article with the vanity
featured in situ, shown in the dressing room designed by Gabetti and
Isola. The two architects were responsible for the decoration of the walls,
choice of colors, and the design of furniture and lamps. In the article,
the architects stress the importance of linking the individual rooms with
the interior and exterior, and the introduction of furniture in a modern
context that are best suited to their function as in real life.
The vanity, with matching chair originally made for a Bottega d’Erasmo
apartment, resided in a corner and communicates directly with the glass
door facing the outside. It presents a classical structure, with a square
leg section and a front with two side drawers and a central recessed
drawer. Three adjustable mirrors are mounted on a tilting rod supported
by uprights, which are an extension of the rear legs. The structure is made
of padauk wood; the handles, mirror frames and mechanical parts are
in brass, and the top is partially covered with linoleum.

The manufacturing of the vanity was entrusted to the Colli Company,
a workshop known for its reliability and long tradition, and with whom
many well-known architects such as Ponti, Gariboldi and Mollino also
collaborated with. The client for this particular commission is also notable;
the bathroom was in fact designed for the daughter of the managing
director and member of the Fiat board of directors, Enrico Minola.
Based on a historical piece of furniture, the designers concentrate their
attention on quality: the construction details, visible joints and finishes all
pay attention to the anatomy of contact surfaces, in keeping with practical
use. This vanity epitomizes the designers' melding of the fine craftsmanship
with the sentimental and cultural aspects of historical design, seen through
the filter of a modern, intellectual and practical way of intimate living.
Their careers as designers would not continue for long, ending in 1970
with a design targeting modularity and oriented to industrial production.
The Trilogy series produced by Arbo was created from joinable supports
and containers, and included, among other forms, a vanity with three
mirrors - a direct evolution of the present lot from 1963. This new vision,
while different in appearance, illustrates their emphasis on quality
of materials and production, which was entrusted to a small company
that produces essentially custom-made furniture. It is yet another example
of Gabetti and Isola interpreting the best ways to renovate living needs.
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Roberto Gabetti 1925 – 2000

Aimaro Orgelia d’Isola b. 1928
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Roberto Gabetti was born in Turin in 1925. He studied architecture
at the Polytechnic University of Turin, where he wrote his thesis with
Giovanni Muzio. Gabetti was quickly hired by his university after
graduating in 1949 and he worked as an aid to his former Professor Carlo
Mollino. Aimaro Oreglia d’Isola was born in Turin in 1928. Like Gabetti,
Isola also graduated from the Polytechnic University of Turin. Gabetti and
Isola began their iconic partnership in 1950. The pair designed architecture
in the Neoliberty style, which was in reaction against the rationalist and
international modern styles that had dominated the architectural practice
in much of Italy. Instead, the Neoliberty movement favored a return
to the historicism that was so prevalent before World War I. Gabetti and
Isola created numerous influential public buildings in Italy, including the
Turin Stock Exchange and The Museum of Antiquities as well as many
ecclesiastical structures. Their work was considered controversial for
turning against modernism, and yet was also critically acclaimed, and
the pair received many accolades for their buildings, including the Primo
Bioclo Lab award for sustainable architecture, the International Stone
Architecture Award, as well as several juried awards for best architecture
in Italy. In addition to designing buildings, the pair created furniture and
lighting that utilized expressive decorative detailing and flowing lines.
The pair worked together until the death of Gabetti in 2000.

Angelo Lelii

Rare Articulated Wall Lamp
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Angelo Lelii
Rare articulated wall lamp
Italy, c. 1951
Arredoluce
brass, enameled aluminum
57 w × 31 d × 52 h in (145 × 79 × 132 cm)

The present lot has been registered in the Arredoluce
Archives, Italy as number 1157989
literature
L’Arredamento Moderno, Sesta Serie, Aoli, pg. 238

provenance
Private Collection, Como, Italy
Private Collection
$10,000 – 15,000

Angelo Lelii

Rare Articulated Wall Lamp

The Rational Versus the Expressive Lighting in Italy at Mid-Century

Design in Italy is defined by consistent innovation in material
and style, and a cross-pollination of ideas. From fashion and
automobiles to architecture and furniture, the quality and potency
of design in Italy is unmatched for its allure and influence. Within
the prevailing modes of expression, there are consistent poles that
provide a counterbalance of ideals and ideas within Italy’s design
spheres: Lamborghini and Ferrari, Versace and Prada, Mollino
and Ponti. The relationship of Gino Sarfatti and Angelo Lelii, two
titans of lighting design in Post-War Italy, echoes this parallel.
There are few precedents for the work of Gino Sarfatti, whose career
began in 1939 and lasted nearly three decades. Largely through his
company, Arteluce, Sarfatti produced hundreds of lighting designs,
satisfying domestic and commercial needs for new lighting applications
after the War. Sarfatti always began with the bulb. Whether a typical
incandescent of various shapes or newly designed halogens, the bulb
and its fixed place in space form the basis for every minimal housing
and armature that connect this bulb to the environment. Unlike Sarfatti’s
rationalist approach which can be understood as a logical set of ideals,
Angelo Lelii’s innovation in lighting is typified by expressionistic and
artistic tendencies without sacrificing function.

Vittoriano Viganò and
Gino Sarfatti, wall lamp,
model 199, Arteluce, 1951

Angelo Lelii established his workshops in Monza, north of Milan, in 1943.
Within three years, he had designed the most famous Italian light of the
20th century, the adjustable three-arm floor lamp. This seminal object
was designed in 1946 and exhibited at the VIII Triennale of 1947, an exhibition
dedicated to the rebuilding of industry in Italy, encouraging cost-conscious
production for the masses. With a focus on exceptional quality, Lelii was
able to strike a balance between production and innovation in subsequent
designs, creating products with longevity both in style and material. Beyond
satisfying a banal need for lighting in commercial or domestic interiors,
Lelii’s lighting designs were current with developments in modern art.

above Angelo Lelii,
counterbalance ceiling
lamp, Arredoluce, 1954
left Angelo Lelii,
adjustable floor lamp,
Arredoluce, c. 1955

The parallel of Lelii’s fixtures to the kinetic sculpture of Alexander Calder
is uncanny, with adjustable metal armatures supporting primary-colored
shades and counterweights which connect to the ceiling, wall or floor.
However, the kinetic aspect comes not from the atmosphere, but through
the interaction and adjustment of the user. Furthermore, the connection
to art is literal in the widely known Easel lamp, 1958 whereas the connection
to painting and sculpture is more metaphorical in the Surrealist Cobra lamp,
1964 or Op Art inspired President lamp, 1970. It is likely that Lelii wanted
light fixtures not to disappear into an environment, but to be considered
on equal footing with other aesthetic objects.
In his fixtures, Lelii allows for expression of materials through their intrinsic
characteristics. Brass, chrome, perforated aluminum and steel coexist with
glass murrines, perspex, magnets, wire or stone creating countless varieties
of luminous form. In addition to his own designs, Lelii was instrumental
in the development of lighting designs of the 20th century, producing
important lighting fixtures by Gio Ponti, Nanda Vigo, Ettore Sottsass and
Achille Castiglioni among many others. The legacy of Angelo Lelii is only
now beginning to emerge, but what is certain is a lasting influence upon
the designs of his peers as well as all generations that follow.
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Angelo Lelii 1911 – 1979
Born in Italy in 1911, very little is known about the early life and formal
training of Angelo Lelii. In 1943, Lelii opened a shop out of his basement
in Monza, Italy. After a hiatus during the war, he returned to lighting and
in 1946 Lelii advertised in the design magazine Domus, under the company
name Arredoluce. Identifying a need for stylish lighting in the United States,
Lelii began to export to the U.S. market in the 1950s. Over the next 30 years,
Arredoluce would become a major player in the Italian lighting market.
The lighting of Lelii is hallmarked for its use of high quality materials,
and the precision of its engineering. On many of his pieces, the welds are
almost invisible; attesting to the high level of craftsmanship Lelii executed
in his designs. His works take on a sculptural quality, and his later lighting
designs are reminiscent of the Italian Optical Art movement. In addition
to Lelii’s own designs, Arredoluce also manufactured lighting by other
significant Italian designers. Arredoluce produced ground-breaking works
of Italian lighting until Lelii’s death 1979.

Unlike Sarfatti’s rationalist approach which can
be understood as a logical set of ideals, Angelo Lelii’s
innovation in lighting is typified by expressionistic
and artistic tendencies without sacrificing function.

Gio Ponti

Rare Lounge Chairs, Pair
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Gio Ponti
Rare lounge chairs, pair
Italy, c. 1948
Cassina
upholstery, stained beech
30 w × 42 d × 35 h in (76 × 107 × 89 cm)

Sold with a certificate of expertise from the Gio Ponti Archives.
literature
Gio Ponti: Interior, Objects, Drawings, 1920–1976, Falconi, pg. 160

provenance
Private Collection, Italy
$40,000 – 50,000
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The present lot was commissioned
for a private apartment and displays design
details from several more well-known Ponti
lounge chairs produced subsequent to this
model, including the Distex lounge chair,
1953, a lounge chair for Singer & Sons,
1952, and a wingback armchair created
for the XI Triennale, 1954. Few examples
of this rare chair design are known.
Distex lounge chair,
model 807, 1953; Lounge
chairs, model 803, 1954

Gio Ponti

Rare Console from Casa Grangi, Rome
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Gio Ponti
Rare console from Casa Grangi, Rome
Italy, c. 1940
walnut burl marquetry, brass
59 w × 17 ½ d × 37 ¼ h in (150 × 44 × 95 cm)

Console features two drawers and unique burl walnut veneer
on all external surfaces of the design. Sold with a certificate
of expertise from the Gio Ponti Archives.
literature
Gio Ponti: Interiors Objects Drawings 1920–1976, Falconi,
pg. 244 illustrates related form
Gio Ponti: The Complete Work 1923–1978, Ponti, pg. 44
illustrates related form

provenance
Casa Grangi, Rome
Private Collection, Italy
$50,000 – 70,000

Gio Ponti

Rare Console from Casa Grangi, Rome

Variations on a Theme Consoles by Gio Ponti

In looking at architecture, Gio Ponti often remarked that the past
provided the impetus in the evolution of the contemporary aesthetic.
Ponti’s insatiable creativity and constant patterns of examination
are never more evident than in explorations of individual designs
over a number of years or decades. The rich classically motivated
forms introduced in the 1920s and 1930s provided a constant source
of re-interpretation throughout his expansive career.
Many of Gio Ponti’s most exuberant and noteworthy individual designs
were created for private commissions. Beginning in the 1920s, Ponti enjoyed
a healthy number of commissions supported by visionary collectors
and businesses. These experiences provided both the funding and creative
outlet for Ponti’s most inventive designs.
In the mid-1920s, Ponti designed a large scale console table raised on
a series of eight delicate legs. The sophisticated and complex form provided
a highly tectonic presence, yet the leg structure imparted the table with
a relative weightlessness. Separately, the top portion inset with drawers
created a wonderfully simple interplay of volume and voids that created
a dynamic sculptural statement. This console table became a form that Ponti
would continue to explore and modify in a number of different commissions
in the 1920s through the 1950s.
The present lot is an early console table featuring a richly detailed
burled walnut wood selection. As an architect and designer, Ponti’s forms
embodied the era in which he worked. Details such as the tapered leg
illustrate the luxurious neo-classical inspiration that dominated Ponti’s
earliest designs. Each subtle variation in scale, material and form further
developed the elegant expressions within this classically-inspired form.

1929 console from
Appartamento
Schejola, Milan
c. 1940 console from
Casa Grangi, Rome
1954 console from
Villa Arreaza, Caracas

In 1954, Ponti designed a variant of this console for his celebrated Villa
Arreaza commission in Caracas. With this adaptation of the form, the
strict classical references are made more subtle by the commanding
sleek modern sentiment and coloration.
Each of these consoles remain as icons of the artist’s unique vision
within a distinct an era of his design. Born from the tradition of classic
design, Ponti elevates the form to a masterpiece through adaption.

Sam Maloof

Exceptional Rocking Chair
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Sam Maloof
Exceptional rocking chair
USA, 1990
carved fiddleback maple, ebony
26 ¾ w × 45 d × 45 ½ h in (68 × 114 × 116 cm)

Incised signature to underside: [No. 33 1990 Sam Maloof F.A.C.C.].
Wright would like to thank the Sam and Alfreda Maloof Foundation
for Arts and Crafts for their assistance in cataloging this lot.
literature
The Furniture of Sam Maloof, Adamson, pg. 221
Sam Maloof: Woodworker, Maloof, ppg. 122–123

provenance
Daphne Farago, Rhode Island
Thence by descent
Private Collection
$30,000 – 50,000

Maloof’s most
Samfamous
Maloof form is without
Fiddleback
question
Rocking Chair
his rocking chair, the first of which he created
in 1958. There is a distinct sculptural quality
to Maloof’s rockers, and at the same time,
they are also noted for their incredible comfort.

left Maloof shaping
an armrest in his workshop,
1957 right President
Ronald Reagan accepting
the gift of a Maloof
rocking chair, 1981

Instinct and Craftsmanship The Furniture of Sam Maloof

Throughout his sixty year career as a woodworker, Sam Maloof
remained remarkably consistent in his designs, developing style
hallmarks which include articulated joinery, organic forms, and
a devotion to clean and swooping lines. Maloof hand-sketched
and worked all of his designs, and he was involved in every step
of the construction process. He adjusted elements of his furniture
by look, not measurement, to create the curves and height that
he wanted, making every piece unique. A signature part of Maloof’s
work was their silky soft surface, achieved through a mixture
of linseed oil, tung oil, and beeswax that was left on the surface
of the wood for three days, and then polished with steel wool
to create a high sheen. Maloof felt that this labor-intensive method
of finishing imbued his furniture with warmth and quality. Despite
a long waiting list for his pieces, Maloof’s output remained small.
Only creating on average 80 pieces a year, Maloof devoted time
and attention to each piece he created, only allowing rush orders
for baby cradles.

Maloof’s most famous form is without question his rocking chair, the first
of which he created in 1958. There is a distinct sculptural quality to Maloof’s
rockers, and at the same time, they are also noted for their incredible
comfort. Maloof truly reinvented this classical American design by
identifying the inherent problem of the rocking chair form and reworking
it. Most standard rockers have a grain of sawn wood that weakens the ray
of the chair. Maloof cleverly solved this flaw by laminating seven layers
of wood to create the rocker structure, making Maloof’s rocking chairs
incredibly sturdy, and gave him the ability to elongate the runners of the
chair outward. Fans of Maloof’s rockers include several United States
Presidents and Vice Presidents. When Maloof heard of President Kennedy’s
love of rocking chairs, he decided to build a rocker to ease the President’s
chronic back pain. However, Kennedy was tragically assassinated before
Maloof could finish his rocking chair and the designer gifted his first chair
to President Jimmy Carter, and later another to President Ronald Regan.
Maloof’s rockers were the first official pieces of craft furniture to enter
the White House.
Critics have noted the similarity of Maloof’s work to Shaker furniture,
modern Scandinavian woodwork, and even Ancient Egyptian furniture.
Maloof’s pedestal tables recall Shaker candle stands, as both employ
a refined form, high curving ‘spider legs’ and the use of maple wood.
However, the designer claimed no direct influence from any of these
movements. Receiving no formal training in woodworking, Maloof’s
designs were an organic process of his instinct and craftsmanship.
His handmade creations are lauded for their simplicity and elegance,
a true melding of art and craft.

Sam Maloof

Pedestal Table
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Sam Maloof
Pedestal table
USA, 1990
carved maple
20 dia × 20 ¾ h in (51 × 53 cm)

Incised signature to underside: [No. 36 1990 Sam Maloof F.A.C.C.].
literature
The Furniture of Sam Maloof, Adamson, pg. 226

provenance
Daphne Farago, Rhode Island
Thence by descent
Private Collection
$5,000 – 7,000

Sam Maloof

Pedestal Table

My goal is to make furniture that people
can be comfortable living with. If you’re
not preoccupied with making an impact with
your designs, chances are something that
looks good today will look good tomorrow.
Sam Maloof
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Sam Maloof 1916 – 2009
Born in 1916 to Lebanese immigrant parents, Sam Maloof spent his
childhood tinkering and making wood objects like spoons and dollhouses
for his family. As an adult, Maloof worked in the graphic design department
of the Vortox Manufacturing Company and in 1941 he was drafted into the
U.S. Army where he constructed engineering drawings for the war effort.
After the war, Maloof moved to California where he taught himself how
to woodwork while building furniture for his first home. News of his beautiful
and functional designs spread, and he was soon swamped with commissions
for everything from cradles to rockers.
Maloof was never formally trained and he disliked the term artist,
instead preferring to be known first and foremost as a craftsman. Maloof
purposefully left the joinery of his furniture visible, drawing attention to
the artistry of his mortise and tenon joints and flawless dovetails. Working
with traditional woods like mahogany, pine, and oak, Maloof expertly
transformed the surface of his forms with a highly burnished, tactile sheen.
A true master of wood, Maloof was the first craftsman to receive both
the coveted Louis Comfort Tiffany Grant and the MacArthur Genius Grant.
In 2001, Sam Maloof was the subject of a major retrospective at the Renwick
Gallery of American Art, the exhibition focusing on the precise methods
of craftsmanship within his designs. Maloof passed away in 2009. Renowned
for his contribution to the American Craft movement, his work is included
in many noteworthy collections including the Arts and Crafts collection
at the White House, Washington D.C. as well as and in the permanent
collection of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York.

Good furniture must convey a feeling of function
but also must be appealing to the eye. Sam Maloof

Phillip Lloyd Powell

Rare Carved Panel Lounge Chairs, Pair
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Phillip Lloyd Powell
Rare carved panel lounge chairs, pair
USA, c. 1970
American black walnut, upholstery
36 w × 34 d × 26 ½ h in (91 × 86 × 67 cm)

literature
Phillip Lloyd Powell, studio catalog, unpaginated

provenance
Mana Tancredi, Bucks County, PA
Private Collection
$30,000 – 50,000

Powell working
in his New Hope,
Pennsylvania studio

Phillip Lloyd Powell A Life in Craft

Phillip Lloyd Powell 1919– 2008
Phillip Lloyd Powell is unique in the American craft tradition
for the unmatched longevity of his career spanning over six decades.
“I am an artist working with furniture” proclaimed Powell. Indeed,
his artistic vision, a melding of modernism with organic ornament,
stands as a testament to his unique eye and sensibilities.
Constructed from directly carved panels of solid American black walnut,
this fine pair of lounge chairs illustrates the best of Powell’s carving
technique. The overall form of the chairs is a melding of minimalism and
a classic Chesterfield form. Starting with the geometry of the cube, Powell
does a Craft reworking of Le Corbusier’s Grand Comfort chairs, but instead
of the Machine Age aesthetic exposed in the Bauhaus classic, Powell
humanizes the forms. In Powell’s hands the decorative panels echo and
respond to the natural formations of the tree. Like his famous neighbor,
Powell expresses ‘the soul of the tree’ but he does so with an artist’s vision
and level of intervention that Nakashima would not allow.
The chair base is formed in an octagon and swivels to compensate for
the weight of the carved form. The channeled upholstery and rolled arm
are a nod to the classic Chesterfield form, but Chesterfields that would
only exist in a private club of Powell’s imagination. Illustrated in a copy
of an early catalog, these chairs were produced in extremely small numbers.
Like so much of Powell’s work, these chairs were made for a patron,
Mana Tancredi and remained in her collection for decades.
Unlike his early collaborator, Paul Evans, Powell always remained connected
to the creation of his furniture. Powell was a maker, not a designer running
a large studio. Although the number of pieces he produced throughout his
lifetime is modest in comparison to that of Evans or Nakashima, for Powell,
making, was always his first love.

Phillip Lloyd Powell was born in Pennsylvania in 1919. Skilled at woodwork
even as a teenager, Powell began making furniture for his family and friends
in his high school shop class. In college, he studied engineering at the Drexel
Institute of Technology. Powell was drafted into the army during World War
II, and served as a weather forecaster in Britain for the U.S. Army Corps.
While abroad, Powell recalled that he looked forward to returning home
to live in the artists’ community of New Hope, Pennsylvania.

I am an artist working with furniture.
Phillip Lloyd Powell

In 1947, following the end of the war, Powell settled in New Hope where
he opened a showroom and began selling modern designs by Knoll, Herman
Miller, and Isamu Noguchi. Encouraged by fellow New Hope resident
George Nakashima, Powell began making his own walnut furniture to sell
in the showroom. In the early 1950s, Powell began exhibiting works by
the up-and-coming metalsmith Paul Evans and in 1955, Evans moved
Pennsylvania to become artistic partners with Powell.
Together, Powell and Evans collaborated on various objects and received
numerous furniture and interior commissions. In 1966, Evans and Powell
ended their partnership to pursue designing independently. Powell traveled
extensively, and culled new inspiration for his work from locations including
Spain, Italy, and Portugal. Powell continued to make furniture in New Hope
until his death in 2008.

José Zanine Caldas

Exceptional Dining Table
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José Zanine Caldas
Exceptional dining table
Brazil, c. 1970
solid reclaimed vinhático
64 dia × 31 h in (163 × 79 cm)

literature
Brazil Modern, Chen, pg. 290 illustrates this example
Zanine: Sentir e Fazer, Ferreira da Silva, pg. 53 illustrates similar example

provenance
Private Collection, Brazil
$30,000 – 50,000

José Zanine Caldas

Exceptional Dining Table

José Zanine Caldas Preserving the Spirit

Certain works of furniture make a statement beyond artistry
and function. The work of José Zanine Caldas conveys not only
the artist’s own unique vision in its deeply spiritual presence,
but speaks volumes about the place and culture from which it came.
His designs express to our responsibility to preserve the beauty in
the natural world that surrounds us. When you view Zanine Caldas’
work first hand, it is as if you are transported through his works
to the culture he holds dear and endeavors to honor and preserve.
Zanine Caldas’ furniture and architecture seeks to reflect the magical
beauty of the Brazilian landscape. Born in the Bahia region of Brazil, Zanine
Caldas later returned to his native home to dedicate himself full time to
his works of design. Trees were the single most important theme in his
œuvre, and the thoughtful, careful selection of the natural motifs utilized
by the artist were central to his life and epitomized in this work. Whenever
possible, Zanine Caldas preferred to use felled trees, making a further
commitment to the conservation of the forests he revered. By coming back
to Bahia in the 1950s, he was able to fully immerse himself in the place
and culture that so fundamentally guided his artistic principles.
Although never formally trained as an architect, he was a renowned modelmaker for many different architects. While most architects of his generation
studied extensively, Zanine Caldas developed his own style through doing
and making. His architecture is referenced in his furniture designs through
an extraordinary and seductive simplicity. Works by Zanine Caldas have
been exhibited extensively throughout Brazil and internationally, including
the Musée Arts Dècoratifs in Paris.

Highly sculptural and deeply spiritual, this table is a testament to Zanine
Caldas’ adoration of natural fissures, nuances and organic qualities inherent
in the wood itself. The table presented here is comprised of Vinhático
(Plathymenia reticulate), a rot-resistant South American legume tree used
often in structural modalities and traditionally for canoes. Zanine Caldas
employed numerous canoe carvers in his workshops, in both an architectural
and furniture capacity, utilizing their skills and experience with the wood to
inform his furniture designs. The wood’s ability to fend off natural destructive
forces adds to its longevity as a design form, and compliments the designer’s
efforts to preserve a Brazilian identity.
This table epitomizes Zanine Caldas’ unique design aesthetic as it celebrates
the tree’s natural contrasting qualities by exposing large complex knot
structures, natural fissures and sap grain perimeters. By leaving the wood
in its natural state, we see the tree and venerate its beauty. His use of a pure
Brazilian vernacular in the construction and aesthetic of his design gives
triumph to his persistent and applauded efforts to restore the forests that
surrounded him his whole life. In its realization, this table represents the
pure unity of function, aesthetics and ideology.

Highly sculptural and deeply spiritual, this table
is a testament to Zanine Caldas’ adoration of natural
fissures, nuances and organic qualities inherent
in the wood itself.
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José Zanine Caldas 1918 – 2001
José Zanine Caldas was born in Belmonte, a region of southern Bahia,
in 1918. His father was a doctor, a profession that was underappreciated
at the time. At a young age, Zanine Caldas was fascinated with his
environment and adored trees, developing a philosophy that trees have
two lives — first as a tree, and second as furniture, floors, objects, utensils,
and so forth. During his youth, he traveled extensively through Africa,
immersing himself in various cultures and peoples of Nigeria, Ghana,
Togo, Dahomey (now Benin) and Senegal. He was deeply moved by the
musical, architectural and self-sufficient customs in Africa. He traveled
to China and realized that humanity is much the same across the globe,
maintaining similar practices in all geographical areas he visited.
Zanine Caldas became more and more cognizant and conscientious of his
environment, and specifically the Brazilian landscape that was rapidly being
clear-cut and destroyed as room was made for livestock and agriculture.
Local carpenters had begun working under tenets of French and European
architecture promoting colonial styles over traditional South American
tropical styles and abandoning what previous generations of Brazilian
architects learned from Africa and Asia. In response, Zanine Caldas began
teaching and training traditional architecture and furniture design to
students both in and outside of universities. Zanine Caldas was ostracized
in architectural communities for not having earned an architectural degree,
despite this he made models for various projects by Oscar Niemeyer
and Lucio Costa. In the 1980s, Zanine Caldas established an important
and crucial institution known as the Foundation Center for the Development
of the Application of Brazilian Wood (DAM), in an effort to educate and
reverse the immediate and rampant destruction of the rain forests in Brazil.
Zanine Caldas writes, “When I feel that our country is in the throes of
an urban consumerist epidemic and is eagerly depreciating the forests,
I remember my father: we must cure it.” Up until his death in 2001, Zanine
Caldas kept his natural visions alive, and would plant a new tree in place
of any tree that he used. This simple philosophy has carried over to his son
Zanini de Zanine Caldas, who maintains several workshops much aligned
with his father’s legacy.
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Terms & Conditions of the Sale

Each Lot in a Wright Auction or Wright Catalogue is offered subject to the following Terms
and Conditions of Sale (“Terms”), as supplemented in writing or otherwise by us at any time
prior to the sale. By Registering to Bid, Bidding, or otherwise purchasing a Lot from Wright,
you agree to be bound by these Terms. In these Terms, “we,” “us,” “our,” “Wright” or similar
terms mean R. Wright, Inc. and any of its agents, and “you,” “your,” “buyer” or similar terms
mean a person Bidding on or buying a Lot at a Wright Auction, Private Sale, Wright Now
Sale or otherwise through us. Please see Section 9 below for the meanings of capitalized
terms or phrases that are not defined elsewhere in these Terms.
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Bidding at Auction

Prerequisites To Bid, you must Register to Bid with us in advance of the sale. In
addition to our general registration requirements, we reserve the right to require (a) photo
identification; (b) bank references; (c) a credit card; and (d) a monetary deposit (which
will be refunded immediately if you do not submit the highest bid on a lot and will be applied
to any Purchase Price Bid).
Assumed Costs and Risks By Bidding, you understand that any Bid you submit can
and may be regarded as the Purchase Price Bid for a particular Lot; accordingly, your Bid
constitutes a legally binding agreement to purchase the Lot in accordance with your Bid
if accepted by the auctioneer. You agree to assume personal responsibility to pay the
Purchase Price Bid, plus the Buyer’s Premium and any additional charges that become
due and payable in connection with your purchase of a Lot; and that upon the fall of the
auctioneer’s hammer or other indication by the auctioneer that bidding has closed for a
particular Lot, if your last Bid is the Purchase Price Bid, you agree to purchase the Lot
and assume all risk of loss and damage to such Lot, in addition to any obligations, costs and
expenses relating to its handling, shipping, insurance, taxes and export. All sales are final.
Auctioneer Discretion The auctioneer has the right, in his absolute discretion, to
determine the conduct of any Wright Auction sale, including, without limitation, to advance
the bidding, to reject any Bid offered, to withdraw any lot, to reoffer and resell any lot,
and to resolve any dispute in connection with such sale. In any such case, the judgment of
the auctioneer is final, and shall be binding upon you and all other participants in such sale.
Bidding Increments All Wright Auction sales will be conducted in the following
increments, and nonconforming Bids will not be executed, honored or accepted:
$ 25 to 500
$ 500 to 1,000
$ 1,000 to 2,000
$ 2,000 to 5,000
$ 3,000 to 5,000
$ 5,000 to 10,000
$ 10,000+
		

$ 25 increment
$ 50 increment
$ 100 increment
$ 200 increment
$ 250 increment
$ 500 increment
$ 1,000 increment or 			
auctioneer’s discretion

Reserve All Lots may be offered subject to a confidential minimum price below which the
Lot will not be sold (the “Reserve”). The auctioneer may open the bidding on any lot below
the Reserve by placing a Bid on behalf of the Seller. The auctioneer may continue to Bid
on behalf of the Seller up to the amount of the Reserve, either by placing consecutive Bids
or by placing Bids in response to other bidders.
Remote Bidding As a convenience to buyers who cannot be present on the day of
a Wright Auction and have Registered to Bid, we will use reasonable efforts to execute (i)
written, properly completed absentee Bids described on Wright bid forms delivered to us
prior to that sale; or (ii) Bids delivered to us via the Internet, whether by properly completed
Wright absentee bid forms or, if available, a live bidding service authorized by Wright.
We assume no responsibility for a failure to execute any such Bid, or for errors or omissions
made in connection with the execution of any such Bid. If requested prior to a Wright
Auction in writing, we will use reasonable efforts to contact the buyer by telephone to
enable the buyer to Bid by telephone on the day of the sale, but we assume no responsibility
for errors or omissions made in connection with any such arrangement (including without
limitation miscommunication of instructions given over the phone or failure to establish
a connection prior to a sale). You acknowledge that there may be additional terms
and conditions governing the use of any third-party service in connection with Bidding
on the Internet, including, but not limited to, those providing for additional charges
and fees relating to the execution of such Bids. Wright has no control over, and assumes
no responsibility for, the content, privacy policies, or practices of any third party websites
or services. You expressly release Wright from any and all liability arising from your use
of any third-party website or services. Additionally, your dealings with such third party sites,
including payment and delivery of goods, and any other terms (such as warranties) are solely
between you and such third parties. We encourage you to be aware of, and to read, the terms
and conditions and privacy policy of any third-party website or service that you visit.
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Payment for and Collection of Purchases

You Pay Buyer Costs If your Bid results in a Purchase Price Bid (or you agree to pay
the purchase price for a Lot as a part of a Wright Now Sale or Private Sale), you agree
to pay the following charges associated with the purchase of such Lot:
i. Hammer Price (for Auction Sales) or Lot purchase Price (for Wright Now Sales
and Private Sales); ii. Buyer’s Premium (for Auction Sales)which is 25 % of the Hammer
Price (or part thereof) up to and including $ 100,000; 20 % of the Hammer Price (or part
thereof) in excess of $ 100,000 up to and including $ 1,000,000; and 12 % of the Hammer
Price (or part thereof) in excess of $ 1,000,000. iii. any applicable sales tax, late payment
charges, storage fees, Enforcement Costs or other costs, damages or charges assessed
in accordance with these Terms (for all sales) ((i) – (iii) collectively, the “Buyer Costs”).
All purchases will be subject to state sales tax in Illinois or New York unless the buyer has
provided us with a valid certificate of exemption from such tax.

Payment Procedure You agree to pay all Buyer Costs immediately following Wright’s
acceptance of the Purchase Price Bid unless other arrangements have been approved by
Wright in advance. If Wright approves of such other arrangement for payment, Wright may
at its discretion require you to make a nonrefundable down payment on Buyer Costs. All
payments must be made in US Dollars, in any of the following acceptable forms of payment:
• Cash
• Check, with acceptable identification
• Visa, MasterCard or American Express
Wright reserves the right to charge and collect an additional 2% of payments made
by credit card.
Title and Risk of Loss Title to a Lot purchased in accordance with these Terms shall
not pass to the buyer until Wright has received the Buyer Costs (including clearance
of checks and wire transfers). We reserve the right to delay delivery of or otherwise prevent
access to any purchased Lot until Wright has received all Buyer Costs. Notwithstanding
passage of title, risk of loss to a Lot passes immediately to buyer upon Wright’s acceptance
of a Purchase Price Bid. All sales are final.
Security As security for full payment to us of all amounts due from the buyer and prompt
collection of your purchased Lots in accordance with these Terms, we retain, and the buyer
grants to us, a security interest in any Lot purchased by the buyer in accordance with these
Terms (and any proceeds thereof), and in any other property or money of the buyer in our
possession or coming into our possession subsequently (“Security Interest”). We may apply
any such money or treat any such property in any manner permitted under the Uniform
Commercial Code and/or any other applicable law. You hereby grant us the right to prepare
and file any documents to protect and confirm our Security Interest including but not limited
to a UCC-1 Financing Statement.
Export, Import and Endangered Species Licenses and Permits Before bidding
for any property, prospective buyers are advised to make their own inquiries as to whether
a license is required to export a lot from the United States or to import it into another
country. Prospective buyers are advised that some countries prohibit the import of
property made of or incorporating plant or animal material, such as coral, crocodile, ivory,
whalebone, Brazilian rosewood, rhinoceros horn or tortoiseshell, irrespective of age,
percentage or value. Accordingly, prior to bidding, prospective buyers considering export
of purchased lots should familiarize themselves with relevant export and import regulations
of the countries concerned. It is solely the buyer’s responsibility to comply with these laws
and to obtain any necessary export, import and endangered species licenses or permits.
Failure to obtain a license or permit or delay in so doing will not justify the cancellation
of the sale or any delay in making full payment for the lot. As a courtesy to clients, Wright
will advise clients who inquire about lots containing potentially regulated plant or animal
material, but we do not accept liability for errors or for failing to advise on lots containing
protected or regulated species.
Delivery Buyer is solely responsible for collection of purchased Lots from Wright
facilities, including making arrangements and paying all costs associated with packing
and delivery. We may, as a courtesy to the buyer, provide or arrange packing, shipping
or similar logistical services, or refer the buyer to third parties who specialize in these
services. Any such services referred, provided or arranged by us are at the buyer’s sole risk
and expense, we assume no responsibility for any act or omission of any party in connection
with any such service or reference, and we make no representations or warranties regarding
such parties or their services. You expressly release Wright from any and all liability arising
from your use of any third-party website or services.
Storage, Abandonment and Related Charges All purchased Lots not collected
from Wright’s facilities by buyer or buyer’s authorized agents within thirty (30) days
following the Sale Date will become subject to storage fees of not less than $ 5 per day.
A late payment fee equal to 1.5 % per month may be assessed on any Buyer Costs remaining
unpaid thirty (30) days following the Sale Date. If a purchased Lot has not been collected
from us within sixty (60) days after the Sale Date, and Wright has not consented to continue
to store the Lot, the buyer will be deemed to have defaulted under these Terms, and,
in addition to any other remedies we may have at law or equity, we shall be entitled
to foreclose on the Security Interest by selling such Lots and using the proceeds from such
sale for any purpose (including payment of storage fees and administrative expenses
of handling such matter), without any further liability to the buyer. You agree that this
remedy is reasonable in light of the costs Wright would have to incur to continue to store
and process purchased Lots after sale.
Breach If a buyer fails to make timely payment as required in these Terms, or breaches
any other covenant, representation or warranty in this Agreement, we shall be entitled,
in our discretion, to exercise any remedies legally available to us, including, but not limited
to, the following:
i. cancellation of the sale of the Lot to the non-paying buyer, including the sale of any other
Lot to the same buyer (whether or not paid); ii. reselling the Lot, at public or private sale,
with or without reserve; iii. retention of all amounts already paid by the buyer to Wright,
which shall constitute a processing and restocking fee (which you acknowledge would be
reasonable in light of the costs Wright would have; iv. rejection of any Bids by the buyer
at future auctions; v. setting-off any amounts owed by Wright to the buyer in satisfaction
of unpaid amounts; and/or vi. taking any other action we deem necessary or appropriate
under the circumstances.

Confession of Judgment If you default on payment of one or more Purchase Price
Bids under this Agreement, you hereby authorize any attorney to appear in a court of record
and confess judgment against you in favor of Wright for the payment of such Purchase Price
Bids and all related Buyer Costs. Accordingly, the confession of judgment may be without
process and for any amount due on this Note including collection costs and reasonable
attorneys’ fees. This authorization is in addition to all other remedies available to Wright.
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Limited Warranty

“As Is”, “Where Is”. Except as expressly stated below, each Lot is sold “as is” “where is”,
with no representation or warranty of any kind from any party (including Wright or the
consignors of the Lots), express or implied, including warranties of merchantability, fitness
for a particular purpose and non-infringement. Because you are responsible for satisfying
yourself as to condition or any other matter concerning each purchased Lot, you are
advised to personally examine any Lot on which you intend to bid prior to the auction and/or
sale. As a courtesy, condition reports for any Lot are available from Wright prior to the sale,
but Wright assumes no responsibility for errors and omissions contained in any such report,
a Wright Catalogue or other description of a Lot that may be available on the Wright website.
Any statements made by Wright with respect to a Lot (whether in a condition report,
a Wright Catalogue or on the Wright website), whether orally or in writing, are intended
as statements of opinion only, are not to be relied upon as statements of fact and do not
constitute representations or warranties of any kind.
Authorship Warranty Subject to the following terms and conditions, Wright warrants,
for a period of two (2) years following the date of sale, the information presented in
a Wright Catalogue with respect to Authorship of any Lot is true and correct, so long as
the name of the Author is set forth unqualifiedly in a heading in Bold type in the applicable
and most current Wright Catalogue. The term “Author” or “Authorship” means the creator,
designer, culture or source of origin of the property, as the case may be, as specifically
identified in Bold type in the applicable and most current Wright Catalogue, and shall not
include any supplemental text or information included in any other descriptions (whether
or not in the Wright Catalogue).
Exclusions from and Conditions to the Authorship
Warranty Notwithstanding, this warranty is subject to the following:
i. The benefits of this warranty are only available to the original buyer of a Lot from
Wright, and not to any subsequent purchasers, transferees, successors, heirs, beneficiaries
or assigns of the original buyer. ii. This warranty shall not apply to any Lot for which a
Wright Catalogue description states that there is a conflict of opinion among specialists
as to Authorship. iii. This warranty shall not apply to any Lot for which, at the time of
sale, the statements regarding Authorship made by Wright conformed with the generally
accepted opinion of scholars, specialists or other experts, despite the subsequent discovery
of information that modifies such generally accepted opinions. iv. The buyer must provide
written notice of any claim under this warranty to Wright (validated by no fewer than
two (2) written opinions of experts whose principal line of business is the appraisal and
authentication of art, antiquities, design objects or other valuable objects similar to the
Lot) not later than thirty (30) days after becoming aware of the existence of such a claim,
an in any event no later than two (2) years following the date of sale, and must return the
Lot subject to such claim to Wright in the same condition as at the time of the original sale.
Wright reserves the right to appoint two independent specialists to examine the Lot and
evaluate the buyer’s claim prior to buyer’s receipt of any remedy pursuant to this warranty.
Buyer’s Only Remedy for Authorship Warranty Breach
The buyer’s sole remedy, and Wright’s sole liability, under this warranty shall be
the cancellation of the sale of the Lot in question, or (if the sale has already concluded)
the refund of the purchase price originally paid by such buyer for the Lot in question
(not including any late fees, taxes, shipping, storage or other amounts paid to Wright
in accordance with these Terms). Buyer hereby waives any and all other remedies at law
or equity with respect to breaches of this warranty.
Limit of Liability. In no event shall wright be liable to you or any third party for any
consequential, exemplary, indirect, special, punitive, incidental or similar damages, whether
foreseeable or unforeseeable, regardless of the cause of action on which they are based,
even if advised of the possibility of such damages occurring. With respect to any sale of
a lot, in no event shall wright be liable to you or any third party for losses in excess of the
purchase price paid by you to wright for such lot to which the claim relates.
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Rescission or Voiding of Sale by Wright

If we become aware of an adverse claim of a third party relating to a Lot purchased by you,
we may, in our discretion, rescind the sale. Upon notice of our election to rescind a sale, you
will promptly return such Lot to us, at which time we will refund to you the Hammer Price
and Buyer’s Premium paid to us by you for such Lot. This refund will represent your sole
remedy against us and/or the consignor in case of a rescission of sale under this paragraph,
and you agree to waive all other remedies at law or equity with respect to the same. If you
do not return such Lot to us in accordance with this paragraph, you agree to indemnify,
defend and hold Wright, its officers, directors, employees, agents and their successors and
assigns, harmless from any damages, costs, liabilities or other losses (including attorney’s
fees) arising as a result of such third party claim.
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Copyright Notice

Wright and its licensors will retain ownership of our intellectual property rights, including,
without limitation, rights to the copyrights and trademarks and other images, logos, text,
graphics, icons, audio clips, video clips, digital downloads in, and the “look and feel” of, the
Wright website and each Wright Catalogue. You may not obtain any rights of ownership, use,
reproduction or any other therein by virtue of these Terms or purchasing a Lot. You may not
use any of our trademarks or service marks in any way.
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Severability

If any provision of these Terms is held by any court to be invalid, illegal or unenforceable,
the invalid/illegal/unenforceable aspect of such provision shall be disregarded and the
remaining Terms enforced in accordance with the original document and in accordance
with applicable law.
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Governing Law

These Terms shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the law of the State
of Illinois and, by Registering to Bid or Bidding in the Wright Auction (whether personally,
by telephone or by agent), the you agree to submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of the state
and federal courts located in Cook County, Illinois in connection with any matter related
to these Terms, the Wright Auction or other sale of a Lot to you by Wright.
8

Expenses

In addition to the foregoing, you agree to pay to Wright or Seller on demand the amount
of all expenses paid or incurred by Wright and Seller, including attorneys’ fees and court
costs paid or incurred by Wright or Seller in exercising or enforcing any of its rights
hereunder or under applicable law, together with interest on all such amounts at 1.5 % per
month (the “Enforcement Costs”) within thirty (30) days of the buyer’s receipt of Wright’s
invoice for such Enforcement Costs.
9

Definitions

The following terms have the following meanings: Author and Authorship have the
meanings given in Section 4. Bidding, Bid or place a Bid means a prospective buyer’s
indication or offer of a price he or she will pay to purchase a Lot at a Wright Auction which
conforms with the provisions of Section 2. Buyer Costs has the meaning given in Section
3. Buyer’s Premium means the following for any Lot: (i) 25 % of the Hammer Price (or
part thereof) up to and including $ 100,000; (ii) 20 % of the Hammer Price (or part thereof)
in excess of $ 100,000 up to and including $ 1,000,000; and (iii) 12 % of the Hammer Price
(or part thereof) in excess of $ 1,000,000.
Hammer Price means the price for a Lot established by the last bidder and acknowledged
by the auctioneer before dropping the hammer or gavel or otherwise indicating the bidding
on such Lot has closed. Lot means the personal property offered for sale by Wright, whether
at a Wright Auction, Private Sale, Wright Now Sale or otherwise. Passed Lot is a Lot which
does not reach its reserve or otherwise fails to sell at a Wright Auction. Private Sale
is a non-public, discrete sale of a Lot (such Lot typically not being exhibited by Wright).
Purchase Price Bid means the bid submitted by a Buyer for a Lot which is accepted
as the Hammer Price, or in the case of Private Sales or Wright Now Sales, the price
accepted by Wright for the sale of such Lot.
Register to Bid or Registering to Bid means providing Wright with your complete,
accurate contact information (including address, phone and email) and a current, valid
credit card number (including security code), and (i) in the case of phone or absentee
bidders, a properly completed Wright bid form and (ii) in the case of online bidders,
registration with such authorized third-party online auctioneer service providers described
on our website on the How to Bid page. Reserve has the meaning given in Section 2.
Sale Date means, in the case of Wright Auctions, the date of the closing of bidding for
a particular Lot and acceptance of the Purchase Price Bid for such Lot; in the case of all
other sales by Wright, the date Wright agrees in writing to sell a Lot to a buyer.
Security Interest has the meaning given in Section 3. Seller means the owner of
a Lot offered for sale at a Wright Auction, Private Sale, Wright Now Sale or other sale
administered by Wright.
Terms has the meaning given in the Introduction to this Agreement. Wright Auction
means the sale of Lots to the public through competitive bidding administered by Wright
(including sales administered through a third-party Internet auctioneer authorized by
Wright). Wright Catalogue means the design catalogues published by Wright which
features Lots available at particular Wright Auctions. Wright Now Sale is a sale of a Lot
consigned to Wright by a third party, either posted on Wright’s website directly or solicited
after a Lot fails to sell at auction.
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212 521 7151 | cvandergeest @ wright20.com

Ellen Winston Graphic Designer
312 563 0020 | ewinston @ wright20.com

Emilie Sims Editor & Chief Researcher
312 235 4181 | esims @ wright20.com

Todd Simeone Image Production
312 521 7158 | tsimeone @ wright20.com

Clare Blaine Research & Client Services
312 235 4171 | cblaine @ wright20.com

Mason Kessinger Web Developer
312 521 7166 | mkessinger @ wright20.com

Melissa Riddle Director of Wright Now
312 235 4179 | mriddle @ wright20.com

Devin Ehrenfried Photographer
312 563 0020 | dehrenfried @ wright20.com

Charles Meadows Director of Property
312 235 4177 | cmeadows @ wright20.com

Ross Floyd Photographer
312 563 0020 | rfloyd @ wright20.com

Denia Garcia Art & Property Handler
312 563 0020 | dgarcia @ wright20.com

Jean Martin Client Accounts

312 563 0020 | jbroeker @ wright20.com
312 521 7159 | adetogne @ wright20.com
312 235 4185 | jmahanay @ wright20.com

312 521 7169 | clientaccounts @ wright20.com

Andrew Reichold Art & Property Handler
312 563 0020 | areichold @ wright20.com

bid department t 312 563 0020 | f 312 235 4182 | bid @wright20.com
request condition reports t 312 563 0020 | condition @wright20.com
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